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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

Human resource planning is essential for the growth and development of the residential construction 

industry in Newfoundland and Labrador.  Training and recruiting programs must be developed to 

ensure the availability of skilled workers.  These programs require foresight, planning and a firm grasp 

of the issues facing the industry.  A human resource plan must address some fundamental questions, 

including: 

▲ Is the industry expected to grow and, if so, which parts of the industry will experience the greatest 

growth? 

▲ What skills will be in demand as a result of this growth? 

▲ Will there be a large number of workers retiring in upcoming years in key occupations? 

▲ Will the supply of skilled workers meet demand? 

▲ Will the residential construction industry be able to compete with other industries in attracting 

skilled workers? 

▲ What steps can the industry take to improve its ability to attract and retain workers? 

▲ What training programs are required to ensure the future supply of skilled labour? 

▲ How can the industry work effectively with governments and training institutions to develop and 

deliver training programs? 

All of these questions must be answered in order to ensure that the industry is able to meet the needs of 

modern consumers for affordable housing.  A strategic human resource plan must be developed to 

ensure that the industry provides rewarding careers for young people and that the infrastructure is in 

place to facilitate entry into the industry.  This plan must be developed in a number of steps, including: 

1. A thorough understanding of the industry and its workforce must be developed.   

2. Important trends must be identified and projected into the future.  These trends and projections 
should be used in developing training, recruitment and other human resource strategies. 

Executive Summary 
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3. Key issues and constraints affecting the industry and its workforce must be identified and strategies 
must be developed to resolve these issues in a positive manner. 

This report is a first step in the process of developing a strategic human resource plan for the residential 

construction industry in Newfoundland and Labrador.  It provides information on the industry and its 

labour force available in government reports and databases.  It presents formative information designed 

to increase understanding of the industry and its workforce and to identify important trends and issues.  

It is a beginning rather than an end in itself.  An important objective of the report is to identify areas 

where available secondary information is inadequate to answer the questions posed above and to 

identify follow-up research that is required to adequately address these questions. 

Overview of Findings 

Expenditures, Housing Starts and Gross Domestic Product 

Total expenditures on residential construction in 2001 were roughly the same as in the peak year of 

1989 but were significantly below peak 1989 levels after removing the effect of inflation.  Total 

expenditures fell significantly in the first half of the 1990s but recovered in the 1996 –2001 period.  

Substantial variations in expenditure patterns occurred within the industry: 

▲ Expenditures on new housing experienced a declining trend from the late 1980s to the mid-1990s 

but increased significantly between 1995 and 2001.  Despite the increases over the 1995-2001 

period, expenditures on new housing in 2001 were significantly below those in the late-1980s and 

early 1990s.  The decline in expenditures mirrored the drop in housing starts from about 3,500 in 

1989 to less than 1,400 in 1999. 

▲ Spending on renovations and repairs both increased significantly through the 1990s and in the 

early part of the new millennium.  Low housing starts result in an older housing stock that in turn 

leads to increases in renovations and repairs. Increased spending on renovations and repairs offset 

declines in expenditures in new housing and helped to stabilize overall residential construction 

spending. 

Long-term projections of housing activity completed by CMHC indicate that the downward trend in 
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housing starts and the upward trend in spending on renovations will continue.  These long-term trends 

indicate that the renovations sector of the industry will become increasingly important and that meeting 

the human resource requirements of this component of the industry should be an important priority. 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measures the incremental contribution of industries to the economy.  

GDP in residential construction in Newfoundland and Labrador in 2001 was 66% more than for non-

residential construction (i.e., institutional, commercial and industrial) construction and 60% of GDP in 

the fish harvesting industry. 

A 1996 report by the Industrial Adjustment Service (IAS) Committee of the Newfoundland and Labrador 

Construction Industry shows that the residential construction industry makes an important contribution 

to the economy of the province. 

“Residential construction provides one of the highest multipliers in the Canadian 

economy.  A 1993 report prepared for CMHC concluded 30 person years of 

employment are created for every $ 1 million dollars in construction expenditures.  

Data provided by the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council (APEC), supports this 

conclusion.  The APEC study indicates that 29.3 person years of employment were 

created by every $1 million dollars of construction expenditures. 

In Newfoundland and Labrador, each new housing start is responsible for 2.4 person 

years of employment.” (IAS, October 1996, pp. E-4-5) 

Structure and Location of the Industry 

A key aspect of the residential construction industry is that many of the firms and workers that supply 

services to the industry are classified in other industries, notably the trade contracting industry.  These 

firms and individuals provide specialized services such as electrical installation and bricklaying to a 

variety of industry sectors including: 

▲ residential construction; 

▲ institutional, commercial and industrial construction (ICI); and 
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▲ manufacturing. 

Trade contracting firms and employees might work full-time in residential construction, some of the 

time in this sector or not at all.  No data are available on the proportion of work that trade contracting 

firms and their employees devote to each sector.  For this reason, it is not possible to estimate the 

amount of employment attributable to the residential construction industry.  An estimate of total 

employment attributable to the industry is a prerequisite to understanding the size and significance of 

the industry and to developing a human resource plan for the industry. 

The importance of trade contracting to the residential construction industry means that human 

resource planning and development must extend beyond the industry itself to trades occupations that 

play a critical role in the home building and renovation process. 

There were almost 900 active residential building and development companies in Newfoundland and 

Labrador as of June, 2001.  Most of these companies were small, with 83% having less than five 

employees.  There were slightly over 1,100 trade contracting companies in 2001, with about 80% having 

fewer than five employees.  Human resource issues and requirements are very different for small firms 

compared to large companies.  Human resource development efforts in Newfoundland and Labrador 

must focus on the needs and realities of an industry characterized by a large number of small 

companies. 

Slightly over one-half of firms in the residential construction and trade contracting industries are 

located on the Avalon Peninsula.  It is important to know the geographic location of companies when 

designing and delivering a human resource plan. 

Labour Force, Employment and Unemployment 

Secondary information provides only a very limited understanding of employment related aspects of 

residential construction for a variety of reasons, including: 

▲ Many individuals working in the sector are employed by trade contracting firms that work in 

residential construction and a number of other sectors.  There is no information on the how much 

these individuals work in residential construction and in other industries.  For this reason, the total 
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amount employment attributable to the residential construction industry is not measured in official 

data;  

▲ Timely labour force, employment and unemployment data do not exist.  The industry and industry 

sub-sectors are too small for surveys such as the Labour Force Survey (LFS) to provide reliable data.  

Data on EI Beneficiaries from Human Resource Development Canada (HRDC) is valuable but is not 

widely available.  Detailed labour market information is available in the Census but the five-year 

gap between the Censuses limits the usefulness of these data for planning purposes; and 

▲ Data and analysis on labour market imbalances is limited.  The HRDC EI Beneficiary data is the 

best indicator of labour surpluses for residential construction and trades occupations.  

Unfortunately, these data do not identify the skills, certifications and qualifications of the 

beneficiaries.  For this reason, it is impossible to determine if the beneficiaries meet employer 

requirements in the sector. 

Available information suggests that the labour force in the Residential Building and Development 

industry of Newfoundland and Labrador (SIC code 4010) was in the 3,400-3,800 range in 1996 and in 

the 5,500-6,100 range for trade contracting (SIC code 4200).  About 80% of the labour force in the 

Residential Building and Development industry worked in trades occupations with carpenters being the 

largest trade. 

Data from Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours (SEPH) produced by Statistics Canada shows that 

average monthly employment in the Residential Building and Development industry of Newfoundland 

and Labrador declined throughout the 1990s. These data are consistent with the expenditure data that 

show a significant decline in the real value of residential construction in the 1990s. 

Census data show high rates of unemployment in the Residential Building and Development industry 

and in many trades occupations in 1996.  LFS data show unemployment rates for all trades in the 20% 

to 22% range from 1997 to 2001.  Data from HRDC on EI Beneficiaries show high numbers of 

beneficiaries in relation to the total labour force in many trades occupations.   

High levels of unemployment and EI Beneficiaries can be interpreted as indicators of a surplus of labour 

in many residential construction occupations.  Caution should be exercised in drawing conclusions 
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from these data however for several reasons.  First, industry feedback on the preliminary findings of this 

report presented at a July 12, 2002 meeting indicates that some residential construction employers are 

experiencing problems recruiting suitable employees.  Second, the HRDC data on EI Beneficiaries and 

the LFS unemployment data are for occupations in trade contracting and are not specific to residential 

construction. 

It also must be recognized that no information is available on the skills and qualifications of 

individuals included in the HRDC EI Beneficiary data and the LFS unemployment data.  These 

individuals may not have the skills and qualifications required by employers in the industry.  If this is 

the case, it may be a lack of training and skills that explains the unemployed status of these workers 

rather than a lack of employment prospects in the industry. 

The residential construction industry has always been seasonal.  For example, spending in the third 

quarter of the year was 300% higher than in the first quarter in the early 1990s.  Seasonality declined 

significantly in the late 1990s and early years of the new millennium.  Seasonality limits the earning 

potential of occupations in the industry and inhibits recruitment.  A reduction in seasonality may make 

careers in residential construction more attractive to potential recruits.  

Characteristics of the Workforce 

Age Profile 

The average age of workers in the Newfoundland residential construction industry was 38 in 

1996.  This was virtually identical to the average age of workers in all industries in Newfoundland in 

1996 (37) and to the average age of 38 for all workers in Canada in 1996.  In interpreting these data it is 

important to remember that it is five years out of date and that out-migration from the province has 

continued over this time period. 

The average age of trades occupations varied widely from a low of 34 for cabinetmakers to 44 for 

electrical and carpentry contractors and supervisors.  One-third of construction labourers were less than 

25 years old – almost four times higher than for carpenters and eighteen times higher than for electrical 

and carpentry contractors and supervisors. 
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The age profile of an occupation is an indicator of future retirements and may signal future recruitment 

problems.  Demographics are predicted to pose recruitment challenges for the Canadian labour force in 

general and these challenges also will be experienced in residential construction trades.  Recruitment 

problems will be magnified in some of the trades occupations with a relatively high proportion of older 

workers.   

Recruitment problems stemming from demographic forces will exacerbate current problems resulting 

from negative perceptions of the industry by young people, seasonality and other features of the industry. 

Educational Attainment 

The proportion of individuals in the residential construction industry and in residential 

construction trades who did not complete grade nine was considerably above levels for the 

Newfoundland and Canadian labour force as a whole.  The proportion that did not complete high 

school also was relatively high.  Data from other provinces and industries indicates that educational 

attainment decreases with the age of workers.  

The relatively low education level of the workforce raises literacy issues.  It must be factored into any 

programs designed to provide training and upgrading to the labour force serving the industry. 

The Underground Economy 

The underground economy is a serious problem in the residential construction industry in 

Newfoundland and Labrador.  The size and significance of the industry is understated in official 

estimates of employment and economic value in the industry.  The underground economy is 

particularly detrimental for human resource development and professionalization in the industry as it 

results in a large segment of the industry opposing any industry initiatives that could expose their illegal 

activity.  The Canada Customs and Revenue Agency (CCRA) has taken meaningful steps to reduce 

underground activity in recent years but it continues to pose a significant obstacle for progress. 
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Data Gaps and Follow-Up Research 

Expenditures, Housing Starts and Gross Domestic Product 

Data from Statistics Canada and the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) provides an 

excellent overview of the value of the residential construction industry and trends in this value over time.  

Regional breakdowns in the value of the industry are not available, except for the regional CMHC data 

on housing starts.  Regional estimates on the value of various components of the industry could be 

obtained from building permits.  Such estimates would be of great assistance to regional and 

community planning. 

The future size and scope of the residential construction sector in Newfoundland and Labrador are key 

determinants of human resource requirements.  Projections of medium to long-term activity in the 

residential construction industry that included demographic, migration, household formation and 

socio-economic factors would be a critical element in the development of human resource plans for the 

industry.  The complexity of this task implies that projections from existing economic models, or models 

currently under development, should be used to develop projections for residential construction.  

An economic impact study of the residential construction industry in Newfoundland and Labrador 

would be useful to provide up-to-date estimates of the contribution of the industry to the economy and 

employment in the province and by region.  It would measure the direct, indirect and induced 

contribution of industry to employment and incomes in the various regions of the province.  It also 

would document the linkages between this industry and other sectors of the economy. 

Structure and Location of the Industry 

No information exists on the involvement of trade contracting firms in the residential construction 

industry.  Some, but not all, of the firms in the trade contracting sub-sector are involved in residential 

building. Some firms work part of the time in residential and non-residential building and in other 

sectors of the economy. Obtaining accurate estimates of these proportions is difficult and one of the 

greatest challenges for analysts in this field.   
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A survey of trade contracting employers could be used to estimate the proportion of work in each 

industry and industry sub-sector.  Proportions would likely vary significantly by trade. 

Labour Force, Employment and Unemployment 

Recruitment 

Very limited information exists on recruitment of new workers into residential trades occupations 

in Newfoundland and Labrador.  A July 12, 2002 meeting between representatives of the industry, the 

authors of this report and provincial and federal human resource officials showed that recruitment is a 

key concern of the industry.  Recruitment is the cornerstone to the future growth and development of the 

industry but it is problematic for a variety of reasons, including: 

▲ Demographic and migration factors 

▲ Perceptions of residential construction occupations as a career choice among youth 

▲ A perceived disconnect between the industry and training institutions 

Documentation and analysis of recruitment in residential construction occupations is a priority area for 

human resource planning.  The research should be used to develop a recruitment strategy to attract 

qualified, committed workers to industry. 

Demand and Supply of Labour 

Estimates of employment, unemployment and labour force participation by industry and 

occupation rely heavily on the 1996 Census.  Data on these factors will be available from the 2001 

Census on February 11, 2003.  Analysis of these data, and comparisons to the 1996 Census data, would 

provide an up-to-date snapshot of labour market conditions and changes over the 1996-2001 period.  

No information exists on how many individuals in the trade contracting industry worked in residential 

construction or what proportion of their work was in this industry.  A survey of trade contracting 

employers could provide estimates of employee involvement by industry and industry sub-sector for each 

occupation in the trade contracting industry. 
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Data on employment and unemployment in the residential construction industry and by individual 

trade are limited.  The Labour Force Survey (LFS) does not produce usable estimates for the industry or 

by individual occupation.  The Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours (SEPH) provides employment 

estimates for residential construction but its usefulness is limited because it does not include self-

employed individuals and owners of unincorporated businesses.  The EI Beneficiary data and 

Occupational Profiles produced by Human Resources Development Canada are the best source of 

information on labour market conditions.  However, they do not include information on skill levels, 

qualifications and working conditions that are critical to understanding the balance of demand and 

supply. 

A study of worker shortages and surpluses for selected occupations in the residential construction sector 

could provide the information required to assess demand and supply for important occupations in the 

industry.  A targeted survey of employees and employers throughout the Province could document 

shortages and surpluses and identify factors that contribute to labour market imbalances.  A particular 

focus of the surveys could be to document the requirements of employers in terms of skills, experience 

and certifications compared to the existence of these attributes in unemployed workers in each 

occupation.  

Economic, demographic and social factors will result in significant changes in upcoming years in the 

balance between the demand and supply of labour by occupation in the residential construction 

industry.  An in-depth study of these factors could be used to project future labour market conditions by 

occupation in the industry.  This study could provide a foundation for human resource planning. 

The decline in seasonality in the late 1990s and early years of the new millennium is evident in both 

spending and labour market data.  It may be attributed to a number of factors including new 

technologies that allow construction to occur in winter months, a shift from new home building to 

renovations and changing weather patterns.  Decreased seasonality provides for more full-time 

employment and is a trend that warrants further study. 
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Characteristics of the Workforce 

Data for 2001 on the characteristics of participants in the residential construction industry and 

construction trades will be available from the 2001 Census in February and March of 2003.  Analysis of 

these data, and comparisons to the 1996 Census data, would provide an up-to-date snapshot of the 

characteristics of the labour force and changes over the 1996-2001 period.   

The age profile and educational attainment of the workforce in residential construction are particularly 

important to support human resource planning efforts.  A projection of the age profile of key 

occupations into the future would be useful in anticipating future labour market conditions.  It also 

would be an important contribution to a study of recruitment recommended elsewhere in this report. 

The publications and data reviewed for this report do not present information on the skill levels, skill 

requirements and training needs of the residential construction labour force.  Documentation and 

analysis of skill levels, skill requirements and training needs are essential for human resource planning 

in the industry.  The most effective way to acquire this information is through consultations with 

industry and by undertaking surveys of employer and employees. 

Profiles of key occupations are required to understand the work activities and skills for each occupation.  

The development of occupational profiles must account for the unique skills and work activities 

involved in residential construction.  The residential construction industry requires specific skills that 

are different than those required for other types of construction.  These differences are not recognized in 

the occupational definitions included in the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC 1991) and 

National Occupation Classification (NOC) systems. 

Legislative Review 

The legislative review chapter in this report does not focus on the specific situation in Newfoundland 

and Labrador.  Documentation of legislation in the province, and the impacts on the labour force and 

human resource planning, would be beneficial for human resource planning. 
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Underground Economy 

The underground economy has important implications for the development the residential construction 

industry and its human resources in Newfoundland and Labrador.  In-depth research on the size and 

significance of the underground economy in the residential construction industry in Newfoundland and 

Labrador would be an important contribution to human resource planning. 
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1.0 Introduction 

This report presents a profile of the HBR sector and its contribution to the economy of Newfoundland 

and Labrador. It is based solely on secondary data and information.  It is meant to be the first step in 

compiling the information and analysis required to support the development of a long-term strategic 

human resource plan for the industry.   

The report identifies gaps in the data and information and follow-up research required to fill the gaps.  

Further research including employer and employee surveys and consultations with key informants in 

the industry, are required to compile the information and analysis needed to complete a human 

resource plan. 

The report covers the following topics: 

▲ Trends in the value of the industry and its contribution to the economy of Newfoundland and 

Labrador; 

▲ The structure of the industry in terms of number, size and geographic location of home building 

and renovation companies and employees; 

▲ Employment, unemployment and labour force participation; 

▲ The seasonality of construction activity and employment, and the incidence of sub-contracting; 

▲ Characteristics of the human resources (education, age, gender, etc.) in the industry; 

▲ The legislative and regulatory environment; 

▲ The underground economy; and 

▲ Forecasts of housing activity. 

Introduction 
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2.0 GDP and Sales Values 

2.1 Capital Expenditures on Residential Construction 

Capital expenditures on residential construction in Newfoundland and Labrador are available 

from Statistics Canada. Annual data from 1985 to 2001 are presented in this report.  

Residential construction is defined as follows by Statistics Canada: 

“Includes all buildings intended for private occupancy whether on a permanent basis 

or not. Dwellings are divided into the following types: single-family, mobile, cottage, 

semi-detached, row house and apartment building.” (Statistics Canada, Catalogue 

No. 64-001, p. 80) 

Total residential capital expenditures comprise the following categories: 

▲ Capital expenditures on new housing excluding cottages and mobile homes; 

▲ Improvements; and 

▲ Other capital expenditures, including Conversions, Acquisition Costs, Cottages and Mobiles. 

Minor residential repairs that do not require a building permit are not included in residential capital 

expenditures reported by Statistics Canada.  These expenditures are added to total residential capital 

expenditures in Exhibit 2.6a below to derive estimates of the total value of residential construction. 

A few definitions will assist in the interpretation of the economic data on the home building and 

renovation industry. 
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Total capital spending on residential construction in Newfoundland and Labrador is illustrated in 

Exhibit 2.1 (See page 4).  Note that the values are in current dollars and do not remove inflation. 

Glossary of Terms 
 
Improvements – Major renovations that require a building permit.  Improvements include 
additions and alterations.  Investment in Improvements is recorded in CANSIM II Data Series 
V13532. 
 
Conversions – Dwellings added to the housing stock by conversion of existing dwellings.  
Investment in Conversions is recorded in CANSIM II Data Series V13530. 
 
Acquisition Costs – Include legal fees, surveying fees and accrued interest.  Investment in 
Acquisitions Costs are recorded in CANSIM II Data Series V13521. 
 
Minor Repairs – Expenditures on repairs and maintenance for which no building permit is 
required. Common examples are painting, roofing and tiling. Investment in Minor Repairs are 
recorded in CANSIM I Data Series D849550. The data in this matrix cover expenses that improve 
livability but do not add to capital. One limitation of the data is that homeowners and landlords 
often have difficulty in differentiating repairs and renovations. 
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Exhibit 2.1: Total Capital Expenditures on Residential Construction
Current Dollars
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The exhibit shows that spending increased from $350 million in 1985 to $583 million in 1989.  It 

declined steadily after 1989, dropping to about $392 million in 1995.  The trend in capital spending 

became positive after 1995, reaching $534 million in 2001. Total capital spending on residential 

construction in 2001 was an impressive 36% higher than in 1995 but was 8% below the 1989 peak.  

Expenditures in 2001 were 21% higher than a decade earlier. 

Exhibit 2.2 shows the breakdown in total capital spending on residential construction into its three 

component parts: (1) new housing, (2) improvements (renovations) and other (conversions, mobiles 

and cottages).  The exhibit shows that expenditures on new housing were only slightly higher (17%) in 

2001 compared to 1985 whereas expenditures on improvements almost doubled (85% higher) from 

1985 to 2001.  Although expenditures on other types of residential construction rose by 66%, they 

remained small in relative terms. 

Exhibit 2.2 shows that renovations spending in Newfoundland and Labrador accounted for 60% of total 

capital spending on residential construction in 2001.  This was up from 50% in 1985.  Spending on new 

Exhibit 2.1: Total Capital Expenditures on Residential Construction 
Current Dollars 

Note: Derived by subtracting Acquisition Costs (CANSIM II Series V13521) from Total Residential Investment (CANSIM II Series V13524) 

Source: CANSIM II, Statistics Canada. 
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housing was 35% of total expenditures in 2001, down from 46% in 1985.  Expenditures on renovations 

grew by 32% in current dollars from 1992 to 2001 while those on new housing were virtually unchanged 

(1% increase) over this period. 

Exhibit 2 .2 :  Components of R esidential Construction Expenditures,  
Current D ollars,  N fld.  & Lab.
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Note: Derived by adding Residential Values for a number of data series: (1) New Dwellings (CANSIM II Series V13525), Renovations (CANSIM 
II Series V13532), Conversions (CANSIM II Series V13530), Mobiles (CANSIM II Series V13534), Cottages (CANSIM II Series V13533) and 
Apartments (CANSIM II Series V13529). 

Source: CANSIM II, Statistics Canada. 

 

Exhibit 2.3a shows that annual housing starts in Newfoundland and Labrador peaked at about 3,500 in 

1989 and then dropped steadily until 1999, reaching a low of about 1,370.  A 1996 report completed by 

the Industrial Adjustment Service (IAS) Committee indicates that the level of housing starts experienced 

in the mid-to late-1990s was the lowest since the mid-1960s (The Industrial Adjustment Service (IAS) 

Committee of the Newfoundland and Labrador Construction Industry, “Situation Analysis, Residential 

Sector, Newfoundland and Labrador Construction Industry”, October 1996, p. 3). 

Housing starts increased in 2000 and 2001, reaching almost 1,800 in 2001.  Despite the recovery, 

housing starts in 2001 were only about one-half of the peak 1989 level.  The number of starts in 2001 
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Exhibit 2.3a: Housing Starts in Newfoundland & Labrador
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Exhibit 2.3 b: Comparison of Housing Starts
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was 21% below levels experienced a decade earlier in 1992. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: CANSIM II Series v730580, Table 027-009, Statistics Canada 

The trend in housing starts in Newfoundland and Labrador from 1992 to 2001 compared to the other 

Atlantic provinces and Canada as a whole is illustrated in Exhibit 2.3b. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Source: CANSIM II Series: v730579, v730580, v730582, v730583, v730584, Table 027-009, Statistics Canada 
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The exhibit shows that housing starts fell in Newfoundland (-21%) and Nova Scotia (-12%) between 

1992 and 2001 but increased in New Brunswick (5%) and PEI (5%) over this period.  Housing starts in 

Canada declined by 3% from 1992 to 2001.  Housing starts exhibited a declining trend in all provinces 

and in Canada between 1992 and 1998.  They recovered in 1999 in all of the Atlantic provinces except 

Newfoundland and Labrador.  All Atlantic provinces, including Newfoundland and Labrador experienced 

an increase in housing starts in 2000.  Housing starts in Newfoundland and Labrador rose at a faster 

pace (23%) in 2001 than the other Atlantic provinces with Nova Scotia and PEI experiencing a drop in 

starts in 2001. 

Exhibit 2.3c presents a geographic breakdown of housing starts in Newfoundland and Labrador from 

1992 to 2001. 

EXHIBIT 2.3C 
HOUSING STARTS BY URBAN CENTRE, NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR 

Urban Centre 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 
St. John's 1,024 1,137 1,215 745 1,001 932 741 807 935 1,029 
Gander 80 68 75 67 52 27 48 21 20 42 
Grand Falls/Windsor 76 61 64 71 73 63 34 39 35 63 
Corner Brook 134 125 120 103 108 112 103 53 39 43 
Labrador 0 0 0 0 4 10 5 6 0 3 
Rural Starts 957 1,014 769 726 796 552 519 445 430 608 
Total Starts 2,271 2,405 2,243 1,712 2,034 1,696 1,450 1,371 1,459 1,788 

Source: Brian Martin, Senior Market Analyst, CMHC, Newfoundland and Labrador 

 
The exhibit shows that housing starts in St. John’s were roughly the same in 1992 and 2001 but the 

proportion of starts accounted for by St. John’s rose from 45% in 1992 to 58% in 2001.  This was mainly 

due to a 36% decline in rural starts from 1992 to 2001. 

2.2 Expenditures on Repairs and Maintenance – Residential Housing  

Total spending on home building and renovations includes spending on minor repairs that do 
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Exhibit 2.4: Repair and Maintenance Expenditures in 
Housing, Current Dollars, Nfld. & Lab.
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not require building permits. These expenditures must be added to residential capital expenditures to 

obtain estimates of total spending on residential construction. Spending on minor repairs for the period 

1985 to 2001 is presented in Exhibit 2.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

       Source: CANSIM I Series D849550, Statistics Canada 

Repairs and maintenance expenditures more than doubled from about $52 million in 1985 to $119 

million in 2001. Expenditures appear to follow a cyclical pattern of four years of increases followed by 

two years of decline.  Expenditures in 2001 were at an historic high following four consecutive years of 

growth.  

Total spending on repairs and maintenance is broken into spending by house owners, termed as owner-

occupied, and by landlords (see Exhibit 2.5). Both categories have increased over time. Owner-occupied 

expenditures account for the lion’s share of repairs and maintenance expenditures.  
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Exhibit 2.5: Owner-Occupied and Landlord Expenditures on 
Repairs and Maintenance, Current Dollars, Nfld. & Lab.
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 Source: CANSIM I Series D849574 (Landlord) and D849562 (Owner-Occupied). 

 

2.3 Total Expenditures on Residential Construction 

2.3.1 Overview of Total Expenditures 

Total expenditures on residential construction are estimated by combining total capital 

expenditures on residential construction with the expenditures on repairs and maintenance. These 

estimates are illustrated in Exhibit 2.6a.  

The exhibit shows that the total value of residential construction in 2001 was roughly at the same level 

as in the peak year of 1989.  The value fell significantly after 1989 until the middle of the 1990s but then 

recovered in the 1996 –2001 period.  Capital expenditures exhibited a similar pattern as total value 

except that they were somewhat lower in 2001 than they were in 1989.  By contrast, expenditures on 

repair and maintenance were 50% higher in 2001 compared to 1989.  This exhibit clearly shows that 

expenditures on repair and maintenance have been robust while capital spending has stagnated. 
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Exhibit 2.6a: Total Value of Residential Construction in 
Newfoundland and Labrador (Includes Repairs and 

Maintenance), Current Dollars
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Exhibit 2.6b: Total Value of Residential Construction in 
Atlantic Canada (Includes Repairs and Maintenance), 

Current Dollars
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Source: CANSIM I Series D849344, D849349, D849351, D849352, D849353, D849550, Statistics Canada. 
 

The total value of residential construction in Newfoundland and the Maritime provinces from 1992 to 

2001 is depicted in Exhibit 2.6b. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Source: CANSIM II Series V135124, V135135, V135146, V135157; CANSIM I Series D849550, D849551, D849552, D849553 
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Exhibit 2.7a: Real Expenditures on Residential Construction, 1997 = 
Base 100, Nfld. & Lab
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The exhibit shows that growth in total residential expenditures in Newfoundland and Labrador has 

lagged behind that of the Maritime provinces.  All of these provinces experienced overall growth in the 

order of 50% over the 1992-2001 period.  The growth in Newfoundland was 27% over the whole period, 

about one-half of the rates in the Maritime provinces.  

All of the provinces except Nova Scotia experienced negative or marginal growth in total residential 

expenditures over the 1992-1996 period.  Growth rates picked up in 1997 although rates in 

Newfoundland trailed those in the Maritime provinces until 2001 when Newfoundland tied with New 

Brunswick for the highest growth rate (6%). 

Exhibit 2.6b showed that total residential expenditures measured in current dollars grew by 27% in 

Newfoundland and Labrador over the 1992-2001 period.  Exhibit 2.7 below shows that expenditures were 

about 8% higher in 2001 than in 1992 after the impact of inflation on prices is removed.  It is interesting 

to note that expenditures in 2001 were 19% lower than those in the peak year of 1989. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Exhibit 2.6a and the Implicit Chain Price Index, Residential Structures, CANSIM II, Table 380-0056: Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
indexes, annual (1997=100) 
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Data on housing starts can be combined with data on expenditures on new housing to devise estimates 

of the inflation adjusted value per housing start in Newfoundland and Labrador.  Exhibit 2.7b provides 

these estimates from 1985 to 2001. 

 

   Source: Exhibit 2.3a and the Implicit Chain Price Index, Residential Structures, CANSIM II, Table 380-0056: Gross Domestic Product (GDP)      
   indexes, annual (1997=100) 

The exhibit shows that the inflation adjusted value per housing start declined from about $85,000 in 

1985 to $74,000 in 1996 but increased significantly to about $96,000 in 1997.  The value remained in 

the $100,000 range over the 1997-2001 period. 

2.3.2 Factors Affecting Residential Construction Spending 

The 1996 IAS report identified seven factors that influenced housing demand.  These are: 

▲ Young People Living at Home Longer; 

▲ Net Out-migration from the Province; 

▲ Job Confidence; 

▲ The Aging Population; 
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Exhibit 2.8a 
GDP in Residential Construction as a Percentage of All Industries
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▲ Reduced Family Size; 

▲ Seniors Independence in Rural Areas; and 

▲ Affordability. 

(IAS, 1996, pp. 16-23) 

The report notes that most of these factors exerted a negative influence on housing starts and housing 

activity in the province since the mid-1980s. 

2.4 Total GDP in Newfoundland and Labrador and Expenditures on 
Residential Construction 

The proportional contribution of residential construction to the economy of Newfoundland and 

Labrador, and to the economies of the Maritime provinces, is depicted in Exhibit 2.8a.  The exhibit 

shows that residential construction in Newfoundland and Labrador contributed 1.1% in 2001, down 

from 1.4% in 1997.  Residential construction in the Maritime provinces was significantly higher in 

relation to total GDP than in Newfoundland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: GDP in constant 1997 dollars from Statistics Canada, CANSIM II, Table 379-00251, various Data Series 
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Exhibit 2.8b 
Contribution to GDP by Selected Industries
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It is interesting to compare the contribution of the Residential Construction industry in Newfoundland 

to that of other important industries.  Exhibit 2.8b shows compares GDP generated in Residential 

Construction to that in the Fish Harvesting industry and the Non-Residential Building Construction 

industry.  The Non-Residential Building Construction industry comprises establishments primarily 

engaged in constructing commercial, institutional and industrial buildings. 

Exhibit 2.8b shows that GDP generated in Residential Construction was almost 80% of that in the Fish 

Harvesting industry in 1997.  GDP was quite stable in Residential Construction over the 1997-2001 

period while GDP in the Fish Harvesting industry grew significantly.  As a result, GDP in Residential 

Construction was about 60% of that in the Fish Harvesting industry in 2001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: CANSIM II, Table 379-0025 

GDP generated in the Non-Residential Building Construction industry almost doubled between 1997 

and 1999 but declined significantly from 1999 to 2001.  GDP in the Non-Residential Building 

Construction was about 50% of that in Residential Construction in 1997/98, increasing to 60% in 2001. 
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2.5 The Macroeconomic Impacts of the Housing Sector 

2.5.1 1997 CMHC Informetrica Report  

A 1997 publication by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation and Informetrica provides 

an overview of the contribution of the housing sector to the economy of Canada. It does this by using the 

Informetrica Model (TIM) to simulate the impact of a temporary increase in housing activity in 1998 

over the two-year period 1999-2000. It examines the impacts of new housing and renovations separately 

and compares the impacts on both a fast growing and slow growing economy. The impact of inflation is 

removed from the estimates to show the effect of the housing sector on the economy in real dollars. 

Direct impacts on producers of residential structures are estimated as well as indirect impacts on firms 

that supply goods and services to residential housing producers. For example, concrete used to build or 

renovate houses results in increased production by cement producers who in turn require more raw 

material from quarries and sandpits. 

The Informetrica simulation also estimates induced impacts on consumers, businesses and 

governments associated with increases in incomes attributable to direct and indirect impacts. 

Estimates produced by the TIM are subject to two caveats that could offset impacts projected by the 

model.  These caveats are described as follows in the CMHC/Informetrica publication: 

 “Reasonably, one might expect that an exogenous shock at one point could lead to an 

offsetting negative shock at a later time. CMHC initiatives in the mid-1970’s that 

spurred housing construction for a couple of years were quickly followed by sharp 

reductions on the grounds that the market had been ‘over built’”. Similarly, these 

simulations do not consider directly the ‘financing’ of the exogenous shock. Arguably, 

this could have contemporaneous as well as lagged effects on non-housing spending. 

Assuming the economy is performing at a high level, the cumulative multiplier impact 

of increased spending on new housing is 20% higher than the value of the initial 

spending and the impact of increased renovation spending is 11% higher than the 

value of the initial spending.” (Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation and 
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Informetrica, “Microeconomic Impacts of Housing Sector”, 1997, pp. 15-16)  

The contribution of a $1 increase in spending on residential construction to Gross Domestic Product by 

industry is shown in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 
Contribution to Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost 

New Housing and Renovations 
Incremental Spending of $1 in Residential Construction, 1986 Prices 

 
New Housing Renovations 

Residential Construction 0.34 0.26 
Non-Construction 0.33 0.36 
▲ Forestry 0.01 0.01 
▲ Wood Industry 0.05 0.06 
▲ Metal Fabricating 0.02 0.02 
▲ Cement and Clay Products 0.02 0.02 
▲ Transportation Industries 0.02 0.02 
▲ Professional Services 0.04 0.03 
▲ Wholesale Trade 0.06 0.06 
▲ Finance, Business 0.02 0.02 
▲ Other Industries 0.10 0.11 

Total Economy 0.66 0.62 

Source: “Macroeconomics Impacts of the Housing Sector”, the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation and Informetrica Limited, October 
14, 1997. 

Table 2.1 shows that GDP in the residential construction industry increases by $0.34 for every dollar of 

incremental spending on new housing. That is, labour income, self-employment income and returns to 

capital in the residential construction industry increase by $0.34 for every dollar of incremental 

spending on new housing. GDP in the renovations sector of the residential construction industry 

increases by $0.26 for each dollar of incremental spending on renovations.  These data indicate that the 

direct impact of new housing on the economy is substantially higher than that of the renovations sector. 

The indirect impact of increased spending on residential construction on industries other than 

residential construction is $0.33 for every dollar of incremental spending on new housing and $0.36 for 
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renovations. The Wholesale Trade, Wood and Professional Services industries experience the largest 

increase in income and profits as a result of increased spending in residential construction. 

The TIM model estimates the incremental employment in the construction industry resulting from a $1 

billion expenditure in residential construction to be 4,650 person years or about 0.5 person years per 

$100,000 in expenditure. Incremental employment in the total economy resulting from $1 billion in 

residential construction expenditures was estimated to be 15,350, or about 1.5 person years per $100,000 

in expenditures. 

2.5.2 The 1996 IAS Report 

The 1996 IAS report referenced a report by CMHC entitled “The Canadian Housing System 

in the 1990s” to draw the following conclusion about the economic contribution of the residential 

construction industry on the Canadian economy: 

“Industries of this magnitude are great influencers of job creation and income 

generation.  For every $100 million of expenditures in new residential construction, 

1,145 person-years of direct employment are generated, and the figure jumps to 

2,060 person-years for the same level of investment in renovation work.  For every 

direct job created in new residential construction, 1.12 secondary jobs are created to 

produce the materials, components, and services needed to build a house.  As such, the 

housing industry is very vital to the economic well-being of the country.” (IAS 

“Situation Analysis, residential Sector, Newfoundland and Labrador Construction 

Industry”, 1996, p. 10) 

This report also includes the following quotations that illustrate the contribution of residential 

construction to employment: 

“For every lost $100,000 of residential construction (i.e. new home, renovation or 

rental property) 2.93 person employment years are also lost as confirmed by CMHC 

and the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council (APEC).” (IAS, 1996, p. E-1) 
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“Residential construction provides one of the highest multipliers in the Canadian 

economy.  A 1993 report prepared for CMHC concluded 30 person years of 

employment are created for every $1 million dollars in construction expenditures.  

Data provided by the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council (APEC), supports this 

conclusion.  The APEC study indicates that 29.3 person years of employment were 

created by every $1 million dollars of construction expenditures.  In Newfoundland 

and Labrador, each new housing start is responsible for 2.4 person years of 

employment.” (IAS, 1996, pp. E-4-5) 

2.6 Data Gaps and Follow-Up Research 

Data from Statistics Canada and the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) provides 

an excellent overview of the value of the residential Construction industry and trends in this value over 

time.  Regional breakdowns in the value of the industry are not available, except for the regional CMHC 

data on housing starts.  Regional estimates on the value of various components of the industry could be 

obtained from building permits. 

Information on the economic impact of the Residential Construction industry is based on two reports: 

(1) a 1997 CMHC publication produced in conjunction with and Informetrica Limited entitled 

“Macroeconomics Impacts of the Housing Sector” and (2) a 1996 report by the Industrial Adjustment 

Service (IAS) Committee of the Newfoundland and Labrador Construction Industry entitled “Situation 

Analysis, Residential Sector, Newfoundland and Labrador Construction Industry”.  The 1997 CMHC 

report uses results from the Informetrica Model (TIM) model to estimate generic economic impacts of 

Residential Construction on a national level.  The 1996 IAS report refers to economic impacts estimated 

by other reports and organizations. It must be noted that the two reports produced very different 

estimates of the employment impacts of residential construction. 

An economic impact study of the Residential Construction industry in Newfoundland would be useful to 

provide up-to-date estimates of the contribution of the industry to the economy and employment in the 

province and by region.  It should measure the direct, indirect and induced contribution of industry to 

employment and incomes in the various regions of the province.  It also should document the linkages 

between this industry and other sectors of the economy. 
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3.0 Structure of the HBR Sector 

Companies in the new home building and renovation sector of the economy can be divided into two 

components: 

▲ establishments primarily engaged in residential building and development; and 

▲ those that provide trades contracting services to residential builders and renovators.  

The Statistics Canada Business Register provides information on the number of companies in the 

Newfoundland and Labrador Residential Building and Development and Trade Contracting industries. 

The Business Register uses both the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) and North American 

Industrial Classification (NAICS) systems.  

3.1 Number of Active Residential Building and Development Companies 

The number of active residential building and development companies in Newfoundland and 

Labrador in 2001 is shown in Table 3.1. The table also shows the number of companies in the other 

Atlantic provinces.  The companies are categorized by the number of employees per company depicted in 

the top row. The first category of companies has zero (0) employees; that is, they are sole proprietors, 

including partnerships, with no employees.  

Table 3.1 
Number of Active Residential Building Companies  

Atlantic Canada, June 30, 2001, SIC 4010 
  Total 0 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-199 200-499 500 + 

NFLD and Labrador 886 271 461 90 41 20 3 0 0 0 
Prince Edward Island 276 77 134 33 24 8 0 0 0 0 
Nova Scotia 1,400 558 550 163 81 39 8 1 0 0 
New Brunswick 1,315 531 535 165 52 29 0 3 0 0 

Source: Business Register, Statistics Canada. 

The exhibit shows that there were almost 900 active residential building and development companies in 

Structure of the HBR Sector 
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Newfoundland and Labrador as of June, 2001.  There were about two-thirds as many companies in 

Newfoundland and Labrador as in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia and over three times as many as in 

PEI. 

In total, 83% of companies in Newfoundland and Labrador had less than five employees. This 

proportion was slightly higher than in the other Atlantic Provinces where 80% of companies had less 

than 5 employees. 

Very few large firms exist in this sector in any of the Atlantic Provinces.  Only Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick had firms of 100 employees or higher while three firms in Newfoundland and Labrador and 8 

in Nova Scotia had 50-99 employees.  

3.2 Number of Trade Contracting Companies 

The number of trade contracting companies in Newfoundland and Labrador as of June 2001 is 

illustrated Table 3.2, along with the number of companies in the other Atlantic Provinces.  It is 

important to note that trade contracting companies work in both the residential and non-residential 

sectors and can be general contractors or sub-contractors. The table shows that Newfoundland had less 

than half as many trade contracting companies as Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and more than twice 

as many as PEI.  About 80% of firms in all of the Atlantic Provinces employed less than 5 employees. 

Table 3.2 
Number of Active Trades Contracting Companies  

Atlantic Canada 2001, SIC 4200 
  Total 0 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-199 200-499 500 +

NFLD and Labrador 1,438 459 689 156 79 39 10 5 1 0 
Prince Edward Island 612 192 299 58 38 22 3 0 0 0 
Nova Scotia 3,666 1,253 1,688 360 194 119 38 10 4 0 
New Brunswick 3,031 1,086 1,306 302 174 117 30 12 3 1 

Source: Business Register, Statistics Canada. 
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3.3 Area Breakdown of Firms in the Business Register 

3.3.1 Residential Building Construction 

The Business Register provides a geographic break down of the firms in residential building 

construction in 2001. Data are presented for ten Statistics Canada geographic divisions in Newfoundland 

and Labrador as depicted in the following map. 

 

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is used for these data. There were 1,299 

firms listed in residential building construction in Newfoundland and Labrador as defined by the NAICS 

system (NAICS 23121) in 2001. NAICS 23121 includes establishments involved in single-family housing,  
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other multiple housing and residential renovations. The regional breakdown of these companies is 

depicted in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3  
Number of Firms in Residential Building Construction in 

Newfoundland and Labrador, 2001 NAICS 23121 

 Number Percent 

Division No.  1 462 52.1% 

Division No.  2 27 3.0% 

Division No.  3 14 1.6% 

Division No.  4 28 3.2% 

Division No.  5 80 9.0% 

Division No.  6 61 6.9% 

Division No.  7 79 8.9% 

Division No.  8 66 7.4% 

Division No.  9 28 3.2% 

Division No. 10 41 4.6% 

Total 886 100% 

Source: Business Register, Statistics Canada. 

The table shows that slightly over one-half of the firms in the industry were located in Division No. 1 

(the Avalon Peninsula).  
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3.3.2 Trade Contracting 

The number of establishments in Trades Contracting as defined by NAICS in 2001 is 

depicted in Table 3.4.  

Table 3.4 
Number of Firms in Trade Contracting Industries 

Newfoundland and Labrador, June 30, 2001, NAICS 232 

 Number Percent 

Division No.  1 623 55.9% 

Division No.  2 43 3.9% 

Division No.  3 13 1.2% 

Division No.  4 22 2.0% 

Division No.  5 84 7.5% 

Division No.  6 69 6.2% 

Division No.  7 90 8.1% 

Division No.  8 91 8.2% 

Division No.  9 26 2.3% 

Division No. 10 54 4.8% 

Total 1,115 100% 

Source: Business Register, Statistics Canada. 

The table shows that slightly over one-half of the 1,115 firms in the trade contracting industry of the 

Newfoundland and Labrador were located in Division No 1 (Avalon Peninsula).  In interpreting these 

numbers it is important to remember that trade contracting firms may work in the residential 

construction industry on a full-time basis, part of the time or not at all.  No information exists on the 

involvement of trade contracting firms in the residential construction industry. 
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3.4 Data Gaps and Follow-up Research 

No information exists on the involvement of trade contracting firms in the residential 

construction industry.  Some, but not all, of the firms in the trade-contracting sub-sector are involved in 

residential building. Some firms work part of the time in residential and non-residential building and in 

other sectors of the economy. Obtaining accurate estimates of these proportions is difficult and one of 

the greatest challenges for analysts in this field.   

A survey of trade contracting employers could be used to estimate the proportion of work in each 

industry and industry sub-sector.  Proportions would likely vary significantly by trade. 
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4.0 Labour force and Employment 

4.1 Data Sources and Systems 

Chapter 3 presented data on the number of establishments in Newfoundland and Labrador in the 

residential building and development and trade contracting industries. These data were sourced from 

the Statistics Canada Business Register.  

Chapter 4 provides comprehensive information on the labour force and employment by industry and 

occupation. These data come from a variety of sources. A brief overview of the sources and classification 

systems used in this chapter is presented below. 

4.1.1 Classification Systems 

Data on the labour force and employment are classified in two ways – by industry and by 

occupation.  Industry classifications group companies and enterprises according to the activities in 

which they are engaged.  Occupational classifications group individuals according to the kind of work 

they perform regardless of the industry in which they work. 

There are two industry classification systems used in Canada – the Standard Industrial Classification 

system (SIC) and the North American Industry Classification system (NAICS).  There also are two 

occupational classification systems – the Standard Occupation Classification system (SOC 91) and the 

National Occupational Classification system (NOC). 

The SIC system has been used in Canada to group companies and enterprises into industries for many 

years.  It is being replaced in Canada, as well as in Mexico and the United States, by the NAICS system.  

NAICS takes a somewhat different approach to grouping companies and enterprises than did the SIC 

system. Under the NAICS system, companies and enterprises using similar production processes are 

grouped together. 

The Standard Occupation Classification system (SOC 91) is used in Canada to classify occupations 

according to the kind of work performed.  In SOC 91, occupation titles are classified on the basis of the 

education, training or skill level required to enter the job, as well as the kind of work performed as 

Labour and Employment 
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determined by the tasks, duties and responsibilities of the occupation. 

The National Occupational Classification (NOC) system classifies occupations according to a 

comprehensive index of 25,000 job titles. It describes duties, skills, interests, aptitudes, education 

requirements and work settings for occupations in the Canadian labour market.   

The Government of Canada uses the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC 91) for the Census and 

the Labour Force Survey, and publishes data for the SOC and NOC systems. The NOC system is also used 

for a wide variety of special surveys. For example, it is used in the study of worker mobility, technological 

change, administrative data and other indicators of labour market behavior. The NOC system is used by 

Human Resource Development Canada and is parallel to the SOC 91 system. 

An overview key components of the SIC, NAICS and SOC classification systems is provided in the 

following exhibit. 

KEY COMPONENTS OF THE SIC, NAICS AND SOC 91 CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 
System Description Number 

SIC ▲ Residential Building and Development 
▲ Single Family Housing 
▲ Apartment and Other Multiple Housing 
▲ Residential Renovation 

▲ Trade Contracting 

▲ 4010 
▲ 4011 
▲ 4012 
▲ 4013 

▲ 4200 

NAICS ▲ Residential Building Construction 
▲ Trade Contracting 

▲ 23121 
▲ 232 

SOC ▲ Trades, Transport and Equipment Operators and Related 
Occupations 

▲ Construction Trades 

▲ Major Group H 
▲ Group H1 

 

4.1.2 Information Sources 

Information on the labour force, employment and unemployment for individuals in 

Residential Building and Development and Trade Contracting comes from several of sources including: 
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▲ The Business Register; 

▲ The Census; 

▲ The Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours (SEPH); 

▲ The Labour Force Survey (LFS); and 

▲ Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) Employment Insurance (EI) Data. 

Information on the labour force and employment from these sources is classified either by industry or 

occupation. The Business Register and SEPH classify data by industry using the SIC and NAICS 

classification systems. Eventually the NAICS system will be used exclusively by both data sources. 

Data from the 1996 Census is classified by occupation and by industry. The SOC 91 system is used to 

classify occupational data and the SIC system is used to classify industry data. The 2001 Census will use 

the NAICS classification system as it becomes the sole system used to classify labour force and 

employment data by industry in Canada. Detailed breakdowns of the labour force and employment by 

industry (SIC) and occupation (SOC 91) can be obtained from the 1996 Census. 

The relationship between classification systems and data sources is illustrated in the table below. Note 

that the NAICS system will eventually replace the SIC system for all sources of data. 

OVERVIEW OF CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS AND DATA SOURCES 
Data Source/Classification System SIC NAICS SOC NOC 
Business Register Υ Υ   

Census Υ  Υ  

SEPH Υ    

Labour Force Survey  Υ Υ  
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A visual depiction of the relationship between data sources and classification systems is presented below. 

Data Source   Classification System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

4.2 The Business Register 

Estimates of the number of employees in the Residential Building and Development (SIC 4010) 

and the Trade Contracting industries (SIC 4200) in 1996 and 2001 were devised from Business Register 

data.   They are presented in Table 4.1.  

 

1996 Census 

SIC System:
▲ By Industry

SOC System:
▲ By Occupation 

Business 
Register 

SIC and NAICS Systems: 
▲ By Industry 

Survey of 
Employment, 
Earnings and 
Hours 

SIC System:
▲ By Industry 

Labour Force 
Survey 

NAICS System:
▲ By Industry

SOC System:
▲ By Occupation
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Table 4.1 
Number of Employees Statistics Canada 

Business Register, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  SIC 4010 SIC 4200 
Stats. Can. Bus. Reg., 1996 3,848  5,485  
Stats. Can. Bus. Reg., 2001 3,562 7,607 

  Source: Derived from the Business Register, Statistics Canada. 

Table 4.1 estimates that the there about 7.5% fewer employees in the Residential Building and 

Development industry in 2001 than in 1996.  By contrast, there was an estimated 39% increase in 

employees in Trade Contracting over this period. 

The breakdown of employees by sub-industry group within the Residential Building and Development 

industry in 2001 can be estimated using data from the Business Register. This breakdown is presented in 

Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 
Number of Employees Statistics Canada 

Business Register, Newfoundland and Labrador, SIC 4010, 2001 

  SIC 4010 Percent 
Single Family Housing (4011) 2,473  69% 
Apartment and Other Multiple Housing (4012) 121  3% 
Residential Renovation (4013) 968  27% 
Total Residential Building and Development (4010)  3,562 100% 

     Source: Derived from the Business Register, Statistics Canada. 

The table shows that about two-thirds of employees were estimated to be employed in the Single Family 

Housing sub-sector in 2001 and 27% were in Residential Renovation. Only 3% of employees were in the 

Apartment and Other Multiple Housing industry.   

Section 2 showed that expenditures on “Improvements” (major renovations that require a building 

permit) are greater than those on new housing. In addition, significant expenditures are made on 

minor renovations. Although total expenditures on renovations exceed those on new housing, the 
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number of employees in renovation is less than one-half of the number recorded for new housing.   

Part of the explanation for this discrepancy is that homeowners supply some of the labour involved in 

renovations. Another reason is that the underground economy is most significant in the renovations 

sector of the home building industry. This reality was recognized in the 1996 IAS study as follows: 

“Increased underground activity is targeted towards renovations since these jobs are 

smaller and can be easily handled by ‘cash-type’ transactions.” (IAS, 1996, p. 24) 

As a result, the number of people working in the home renovations industry is significantly 

underestimated in the official data. This issue will be discussed in depth later in this report. 

An estimate of employment by size of establishment for Residential Building and Development 

establishments in 2001 is presented in Table 4.3. 

 
 

 

    Source: Derived from the Business Register, Statistics Canada 

The table shows that companies with less than five employees (83% of companies as in Table 3.1) 

accounted for about 40% of the total employment in 2001. About 54% of total employment was in 

companies with 5-9, 10-19 and 20-49 employees. Employment in each of these categories was spread 

fairly evenly. 

It is interesting to note that although there are only three companies with over 50 employees, total 

employment at these companies (224) was only slightly less than employment of sole proprietors.  

The number of employees in the Trade Contracting sector in 2001 is presented in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.3 
Number of Employees by Employee Size Range 

Residential Building and Development, SIC 4010 
Newfoundland and Labrador 

  0 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-199 200-499 500 + 
2001 271 1,153 630 595 690 224 0 0 0 
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Table 4.4 
Number of Employees by Employee Size Range 

Trade Contractors, SIC 4200 
Newfoundland and Labrador 

  0 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-199 200-499 500 + 
2001 459 1,723 1,092 1,146 1,346 745 748 350 0 

            Source: Derived from the Business Register, Statistics Canada 

The table estimates that firms with less than five employees accounted for 29% of employment in 2001. 

About 47% of total employment was in companies with 5-9, 10-19 and 20-49 employees while 24% of 

employment was with firms with 50 or more employees. 

4.3 The Census – Labour Force 

The labour force by industry division is available from the 1996 Census.  Data from the 2001 

Census will be available in February, 2003. 

Census data on Residential Building and Development (SIC 4010) and Trade Contracting (SIC 4200) 

industries in Newfoundland and Labrador are presented in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 
Labour Force in Newfoundland and Labrador 

SIC 4010 and 4200, 1996 
SIC 4010 (Residential building and development) 3,350 
SIC 4200 (Trade contracting industries) 6,135 

  Source: 1996 Census. 

These data indicate that the labour force in the Residential Building and Development industry in 

Newfoundland and Labrador was 3,350 in 1996. An additional 6,135 individuals were in the Trade 

Contracting industry. It is important to note that no information exists on how many individuals in the 

Trades Contracting industry worked in residential construction or what proportion of their work was in 

this industry. 
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A comparison of data from the Business Register and the Census is provided in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 
Number of Employees Statistics Canada 

Business Register, Newfoundland and Labrador 

 SIC 4010 SIC 4200 

Labour Force, >15 yr., 1996 Census 3,350 6,135 
Stats. Can. Bus. Reg., Dec. 1996  3,848 5,485 

                              Source: 1996 Census and the Business Register, Statistics Canada. 

The estimates provide a measure of confidence that the labour force in Residential Building and 

Development industry of Newfoundland and Labrador (SIC code 4010) was in the 3,400-3,800 range in 

1996 and in the 5,500-6,100 range for Trade Contracting.  

4.4 The Number of Employees by Area 

The break down of employment in residential building construction within Newfoundland and 

Labrador in 2001 is presented in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 
Employment in Residential Building Construction 
Newfoundland and Labrador, 2001, NAICS 23121 

  Number Percent 
Division No.  1 2,020 56.7% 
Division No.  2 60 1.7% 
Division No.  3 37 1.0% 
Division No.  4 116 3.2% 
Division No.  5 294 8.2% 
Division No.  6 177 5.0% 
Division No.  7 193 5.4% 
Division No.  8 264 7.4% 
Division No.  9 125 3.5% 
Division No. 10 274 7.7% 
Residue 5 0.1% 
Total 3,562 100% 
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                                         Source: Derived from the Business Register, Statistics Canada 

The table shows that employment on the Avalon Peninsula (Division No. 1) accounted for 57% of the 

Newfoundland and Labrador total.  

The break down of employment in Trades Contracting within Newfoundland and Labrador in 2001 is 

depicted in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 
Employees in Trade Contracting Firms 

Newfoundland and Labrador, 2001 NAICS 232 

  Number Percent 
Division No.  1 3,980 66.7% 
Division No.  2 121 2.0% 
Division No.  3 25 0.4% 
Division No.  4 58 1.0% 
Division No.  5 603 10.1% 
Division No.  6 259 4.3% 
Division No.  7 289 4.8% 
Division No.  8 223 3.7% 
Division No.  9 67 1.1% 
Division No. 10 333 5.6% 
Residue 13 0.2% 
Total 5,969 100% 

    Source: Derived from the Business Register, Statistics Canada 

The table shows that employment on the Avalon Peninsula (Division No. 1) accounted for two-thirds of 

the Newfoundland and Labrador total.  

The geographic distribution of employment in 2001 by detailed industry division is presented in Table 

4.9.   
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 Table 4.9 
Employment in the Newfoundland and Labrador Construction Industry 

NAICS 23121 and 232, 2001, by Division 

Industry Components  Division 
 NFLD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
231210 - Residential Building Construction 3,562 57% 2% 1% 3% 8% 5% 5% 7% 3% 8% 
232 - Trade Contracting (NAICS 232):            
232210 - Forming Work 22 55% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 34% 0% 0% 0% 
232220 - Concrete Pouring and Finishing Work 172 42% 1% 0% 0% 1% 5% 3% 0% 0% 48%
232250 - Framing and Rough Carpentry Work 76 40% 7% 0% 3% 3% 7% 9% 23% 3% 5% 
232290 - Other Building Structure Work 10 63% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 37%
232310 - Masonry Work 235 50% 6% 0% 8% 19% 1% 8% 6% 0% 0% 
232320 - Glass and Glazing Work 77 94% 0% 0% 0% 3% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 
232330 - Roofing and Related Work 237 80% 0% 0% 0% 8% 3% 0% 5% 0% 3% 
232340 - Metallic and Other Siding Work 147 94% 2% 2% 0% 1% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 
232390 - Other Building Exterior Finishing Work 15 48% 0% 0% 0% 17% 0% 17% 0% 0% 17%
232410 - Drywall and Plaster Work   225 80% 1% 0% 0% 3% 0% 10% 4% 0% 1% 
232420 - Terrazzo and Tile Work 52 84% 0% 0% 0% 2% 14% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
232430 - Carpet and Resilient Flooring Work 88 59% 3% 0% 7% 1% 9% 2% 5% 3% 10%
232440 - Insulation Work 67 47% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 51% 0% 0% 1% 
232450 - Building Painting and Paperhanging Work 375 86% 1% 1% 0% 4% 1% 1% 2% 1% 4% 
232460 - Finish Carpentry and Wood Flooring Work 449 44% 5% 1% 1% 6% 9% 8% 17% 4% 4% 
232490 - Other Building Interior Finishing Work 6 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
232510 - Electrical Work 1,741 68% 2% 0% 1% 12% 4% 4% 2% 1% 6% 
232520 - Plumbing, Heating and Air-Conditioning Installation 1,324 70% 2% 0% 1% 6% 7% 4% 1% 2% 6% 

Source: Statistics Canada Business Register. 

The table shows that there are substantial differences in the proportion of individual trades accounted 

for by each area. For example, the Avalon Peninsula (Division No. 1) accounts for virtually all 

employment in some trades and less than one-half in others.  

4.5 Employment by Industry and Occupation 

4.5.1 Introduction 

This section of the report combines data by industry classified by the SIC system and by 
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occupation classified by the SOC 91 system. Section 4.5.2 examines the occupational make-up of the 

Residential Building and Development (SIC 4010) industry segment in 1996. Section 4.5.3 focuses on 

selected occupations in the Trades, Transport and Equipment group of SOC 91 and documents the 

number of individuals in each occupation that worked in selected industry segments in 1996. 

4.5.2 Occupational Profile of Residential Building and Development 
(SIC 4010) 

The occupational profile of Residential Building and Development (SIC 4010) in 1996 is 

presented in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10 
Occupational Profile of the Residential Building and Development Industry 

Major Occupation Group in Newfoundland and Labrador 
SIC 4010, 1996 

  Number Percent 

  A Management occupations 240 7% 

  B Business, finance and admin 240 7% 

  C Natural and applied sciences 55 2% 

  G Sales and service occupations 45 1% 

  H Trades, transport and equipment operators 2,730 81% 

  I Occupations unique to primary industry 20 1% 

  J Occupations unique to processing 25 1% 

  Total 3,355 100% 

 Note: The total in this table is slightly higher than the total for SIC 4010 in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 due to Statistics Canada rounding errors. 

Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that about 80% of the individuals who indicated in the 1996 Census that they worked in 

the Residential Building and Development industry were in the Trades, Transport and Equipment 

Operators Occupational Group (Major Occupational Group H of the SOC 91 system). Management 

occupations accounted for 7% of Census respondents, as did Business, Finance and Administrative 
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occupations. In total, these three occupational groups accounted for about 95% of Census respondents 

who indicated that they were in the Residential Building and Development labour force. The remaining 

5% of respondents were spread fairly evenly among the remaining four major groups. 

An overview of the most significant occupations listed in Table 4.10 is presented below.   

Management Occupations 

Almost 90% of the 240 individuals who identified themselves as managers in Residential Construction 

industry in the 1996 Census were classified as Other Managers, Not Elsewhere Specified.  The most 

numerous occupations were Construction managers (SOC 91 A371) and Residential homebuilders and 

renovators (SOC 91 A372). 

Business, Finance and Administrative Occupations 

About 40% of the individuals who identified occupations in business, finance or administration were in 

clerical occupations while another 45% were in administrative occupations.  The most numerous 

occupations were: 

Bookkeepers (SOC 91 B111), General office clerks (SOC 91 B511), Accounting and Payroll Clerks (SOC 

91 531 and 531), Secretaries (SOC 91 B211), Administrative officers (SOC 91 B311). 

Natural and Applied Sciences  

Significant occupations in this category were: Construction estimators (SOC 91 C131), Land surveyors 

(SOC 91 C054) and Civil Engineers (SOC 91 C031). 

Trades, Transport and Equipment Operators 

Carpenters (SOC 91 H121) accounted for about one-half of the Major Group Trades, Transport and 

Equipment Operators while Carpentry Supervisors (SOC 91 H015) added another 4%.  Construction 

Trades Helpers and Labourers (SOC 91 H821) were the second largest occupational group accounting 

for about 25% of this group. 
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4.5.3 Industry Participation of Trades, Transport and Equipment 
Operators  

Occupations of particular interest to this study are in broad occupational category Trades, 

Transport and Equipment Operators and Related Occupations (Major Group H) of SOC 91.  Individuals 

in this occupational group work in a wide variety of industries, including Residential Building and 

Development (SIC 4010). Occupations in this broad occupational category are primarily concerned with 

contracting, supervising and doing trades work; and supervising and operating transportation 

equipment and heavy equipment.  Occupations of special interest are: 

▲ Contractors and Supervisors, Electrical Trades and Telecommunications Occupations, including 

such occupations as Electrical Contractor and Electrical Foreman / Woman, Construction; 

▲ Contractors and Supervisors, Pipefitting Trades, including occupations such as Plumbing 

Contractors; 

▲ Contractors and Supervisors, Carpentry Trades; 

▲ Contractors and Supervisors, Other Construction Trades, Installers, Repairers and Servicers, 

containing occupations primarily concerned with supervising bricklayers and stone masons, 

roofers, cement finishers, tile setters, lathers, plasterers, drywall installers and finishers, glaziers, 

heat and frost insulators, painters and decorators, floor covering installers and other installers, 

repairers and servicers; 

▲ Construction trades occupations of carpentry, plumbing, pipefitting, masonry, plastering, cement 

finishing, tile setting, roofing, glazing, painting, insulating and installing floorcovering; 

▲ Electrical trades including Stationary Engineers, Power Station Operators and Electrical Trades and 

Telecommunications Occupations; and 

▲ Trades helpers, construction, and transportation labourers and related occupations. This 

occupational category includes Construction Trades Helpers and Labourers, and contains 

occupations primarily concerned with assisting skilled trades persons and performing manual work 

at construction sites.     

The industry breakdown for selected occupations within Major Group H is presented in Table 4.11. 
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Table 4.11 
Industry Participation for Selected Occupations 

Occupation Group H, SOC'91 
Trades Transportation and Equipment Operators Newfoundland and Labrador 

 

Major Group 
40  Bldg.Dev 
&Gen. Contr.

Major Group 
42 - Trade 

Contr. 

Other 
Industries 

All 
Industries 

 H012(7212) Contractors and supervisors, electrical   
 trades and telecommunications 

45 100 215 360 

 H015(7215) Contractors and supervisors, carpentry  
  trades 

125 60 100 285 

 H019(7219) Contractors and supervisors, other  
  construction trades, installers 

35 85 75 195 

 H111(7251)  Plumbers 35 200 130 365 
 H112(7252)  Steamfitters, pipe fitters and sprinkler  

   system installers 
120 45 320 485 

 H121(7271)  Carpenters 1,620 755 1,760 4,135 

 H122(7272)  Cabinetmakers 0 40 100 140 

 H131(7281)  Bricklayers 15 70 30 115 

 H132(7282)  Cement finishers 10 95 290 395 

 H134(7284)  Plasterers, drywall installers and   
  finishers, and lathers 

25 190 55 270 

 H141(7291)  Roofers and shinglers 25 160 35 220 

 H144(7294)  Painters and decorators 65 175 240 480 
 H211(7241)  Electricians (except industrial and power  

   system) 
40 525 170 735 

 H413(7313)  Refrigeration and air conditioning  
  mechanics 

0 70 105 175 

 H418(7318)  Elevator constructors and mechanics 0 0 0 0 

 H523(7383)  Other trades and related occupations 0 0 20 20 
 H531(7441)  Residential and commercial installers   

  and servicers 
20 110 140 270 

 H623(7373)  Water well drillers 0 15 5 20 

 H821(7611)  Construction trades helpers and labourers 760 640 2,295 3,695 
 Total 2,940 3,335 6,085 12,360 

Source: 1996 Census. 
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Table 4.11 shows that there were about 12,400 people in the selected Major Group H occupations 

recorded in the 1996 Census. Approximately 24% of these individuals indicated that they worked in the 

Building, Developing and General Contracting industry (SIC 40). The Trades Contracting industry (SIC 

4200) employed 27%. Slightly less than one-half of the individuals in Trades Occupations worked in 

industries other than Building, Developing and General Contracting and Trades Contracting. 

Carpenters are the largest occupational group in Trades occupations, accounting for about one-third of 

the individuals in the occupations profiled in Table 4.11. About 40% of carpenters worked in the 

Building, Developing and General Contracting industry (SIC 40) in 1996.  Slightly over 90% of these 

carpenters worked in the Residential Construction industry with the remainder working in Non-

Residential Construction. 

Construction Labourers are the second most numerous Trades occupation, accounting for 30% of 

individuals in the occupations identified in Table 4.11. Over three-quarters of Construction Labourers 

worked outside the Building, Developing and General Contracting industry. 

Approximately 5% of Electricians, 14% of Painters, 11% of Roofers, 9% of Drywallers and 10% of 

Plumbers indicated that the Building, Developing and General Contracting industry was their main 

employment base. 

Table 4.12 provides a breakdown by occupation between Residential Building and Development (SIC 

4010) and Non-Residential Building and Development (SIC 402) in 1996. 
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Table 4.12 
Participation by Industry Division, 

Selected Occupations in Occupation Group H 

Trades, Transport and Equipment Operators in Newfoundland and Labrador, SIC 40, 1996 
 Major Group 40 4010 402 

 Bldg, Dev & Gen Contr. Res Bldg & Dev Non-Res Bldg & Dev 

H012 Electrical Contractors   55 0 45 

H015 Carpentry Contractors  145 120 25 

H019 Other Contractors  40 25 15 

H111 Plumbers 35 20 15 

H112 Pipefitters  120 20 100 

H121 Carpenters 1,790 1,640 150 

H131 Bricklayers 30 15 15 

H134 Drywall 25 20 0 

H141 Roofers  25 20 10 

H144 Painters  100 85 10 

H211 Electricians 45 20 20 

H821 Construction Labourers 1,050 805 245 

Notes: Table 4.12 presents data for total populations whereas Table 4.11 presents labour force data.  For this reason, the numbers for each 
occupation in Table 4.12 are somewhat larger than those in Table 4.11. 

Sub-Groups do not always add to Major Group totals because of rounding errors in the Census data.  

Source: 1996 Census. 

Table 4.12 shows that 80% of selected trades occupations in the Building, Developing and General 

Contracting industry (SIC 40) indicated that Residential Building and Development (SIC 4010) was 

their main employment base. The proportion of Carpenters in Residential Building and Development 

was over 90% while the proportion of Construction Labourers was somewhat lower at 77%. 

4.6 Employment and Unemployment 

Data on the number of employees by month in the residential building and development industry 
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Exhibit 4.1a 
All Employee s ,  Re sidential B uilding  and Deve lopment (SIC 4010)  Newfoundland and 

Labrador
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Development (SIC 4010)
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are contained in the Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours (SEPH, Statistics Canada, CANSIM 

Matrix 4327).  

Yearly employee levels can be estimated from SEPH data by calculating average monthly employment. 

The average annual number of employees from 1985 to 2000 is presented in Exhibit 4.1a.  

Unfortunately, 2001 data are not available because the NAICS classification system was used in this year 

and Residential Building and Development was not identified separately.  Note that the data was 

suppressed by Statistics Canada in 1997 and 1998.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: SEPH, Statistics Canada. 

The exhibit shows that average monthly employment declined sharply from 1990 to 1991 and continued 

to decline through 2000. These data are consistent with the capital expenditure data that show a 

significant decline in the real value of residential construction in the 1990s.  NAICS data for Building 
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Construction (NAICS 2312 including Residential and Non-Residential Construction) shows a rebound in 

employment in 2001.  This is consistent with the rebound in housing activity and value in 2001.  It is 

interesting to note that the number of employees in NAICS 2312 in the first four months of 2002 was 

significantly higher than in 2001. 

The annual average labour force, employment and unemployment for Trades, Transport and 

Equipment Operators, Major Group H of the SOC 91, is available from the Labour Force Survey. This 

group was chosen because it contains 74% of the Residential Building and Development (SIC 4010) 

labour force (from Table 4.10).   

These averages are presented in Table 4.13. 

Table 4.13 
Annual Average for Major Group H 

Trades Transportation and Equipment Operators Newfoundland and Labrador 

  

Labour 
Force 

(000’s) 
Employment  

(000’s) 

Derived 
Unemployment 

(000’s) Unemployment Rate 
1987 45 35 10 22% 
1988 43 35 9 20% 
1989 46 36 10 22% 
1990 45 35 10 23% 
1991 46 34 11 24% 
1992 45 33 12 26% 
1993 41 30 11 27% 
1994 42 32 10 25% 
1995 40 32 8 21% 
1996 36 27 9 25% 
1997 37 28 9 23% 
1998 38 29 8 22% 
1999 44 34 10 22% 
2000 42 34 8 20% 
2001 41 32 9 21% 

        Note: Unemployment is derived by subtracting employment from the labour force. 

       Source: Labour Force Survey, CANSIM II, Table 279-0023, Statistics Canada. 

This table shows that the labour force in Trades and Related Occupations declined from 1992 to 1996 
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but recovered in the late 1990s. The unemployment rate peaked at 27% in 1993 and was in the 20%-22% 

range from 1998 to 2001.  

The 1996 Census provides labour market information on the Residential Building and Development 

industry (SIC 4010). This information is presented in Table 4.14. 

 
Table 4.14 

Labour Force Activity 
Residential Building and Development Industry (SIC 4010) 

Newfoundland and Labrador, 1996 Census 
 Number Rate 
Total labour force 3,350  
Employed 1,850  
Unemployed 1,510 45% 
Not in the labour force 575  
Population Sub-Total 3,925  

    Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that 15% of respondents (575) who indicated that they were part of the Residential 

Building and Development industry (SIC 4010) were not actively seeking work. The unemployment rate 

among respondents who were included in the labour force was very high (45%). 

The 1996 Census also provides detailed data on labour force activity by occupation. Table 4.15 provides 

information for selected occupations in Major Group H of the SOC 91 (Trades, Transport and 

Equipment Operators). 
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Table 4.15 
Labour Force Characteristics for Newfoundland and Labrador 

Selected Occupations, Trades, Transport and Equipment Operators (SOC 91), 1996 

  Employed Unemployed Labour Force Not in Labour Force
H012(7212)  Electrical Contractors  320 40 360 0 
H015(7215)  Carpentry Contractors  155 130 285 30 
H019(7219)  Other Construction Contractors  140 55 195 25 
H111(7251)  Plumbers 255 115 370 45 
H112(7252)  Pipe fitters  400 85 485 20 
H121(7271)  Carpenters 2,180 1,955 4,135 570 
H122(7272)  Cabinetmakers 105 35 140 10 
H131(7281)  Bricklayers 40 75 115 35 
H132(7282)  Cement finishers 235 160 395 30 
H133(7283)  Tile setters 45 15 60 0 
H134(7284)  Drywallers  125 145 270 10 
H141(7291)  Roofers  95 125 220 40 
H142(7292)  Glaziers 55 10 65 15 
H143(7293)  Insulators 85 0 85 0 
H144(7294)  Painters and decorators 285 190 475 160 
H145(7295)  Floor covering installers 130 25 155 15 
H211(7241)  Electricians  515 215 730 30 
H523(7383)  Other trades  25 0 25 0 
H531(7441)  Residential & commercial installers  160 110 270 25 
H821(7611)  Construction labourers 1,925 1,765 3,690 890 
Total 7,415 5,280 12,695 1,960 

Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that the total labour force for the selected occupations was approximately 12,700 with 

an additional 2,000 individuals indicating that they were not in the labour force.  Approximately 5,300 

individuals indicated that they were unemployed, for an unemployment rate of 42%. 

Unemployment rates for selected trades within this overall total are presented in Table 4.16a.  
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Table 4.16a 
Unemployment Rates in Nova Scotia, Selected Occupations 

Trades, Transportation and Equipment Operators  - Major Group H, SOC'91, 1996 Census 
H012(7212)  Electrical Contractors  11% 
H015(7215)  Carpentry Contractors 46% 
H019(7219)  Other Construction Contractors  28% 
H111(7251)  Plumbers 32% 
H121(7271)  Carpenters 47% 
H122(7272)  Cabinetmakers 24% 
H131(7281)  Bricklayers 65% 
H132(7282)  Cement finishers 41% 
H134(7284)  Drywallers  54% 
H141(7291)  Roofers  57% 
H144(7294)  Painters 40% 
H211(7241)  Electricians  29% 
H821(7611)  Construction Trades Labourers 48% 

Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that there was considerable variation in unemployment rates. The rates ranged from 

11% for Electrical Contractors and Supervisors to 65% for Bricklayers. 

Data on Beneficiaries of Employment Insurance in Newfoundland and Labrador from June 2000 to 

March 2002 were made available by Human Resource Development Canada, Newfoundland and 

Labrador.  Beneficiaries are categorized by occupation according to the National Occupation Code 

(NOC).  Occupations are determined according to the last job worked by the EI applicant.  These data 

are presented in Table 4.16b. 
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Table 4.16b 

EI Beneficiaries by Occupation, June 2000 - March 2002, Newfoundland and Labrador 
NOC  
Code 

Description 
Jun 

2000
Sept 
2000

Dec 
2000

Mar 
2001

Jun  
2001 

Sept  
2001 

Dec  
2001 

Mar 
2002

7212 Contr & Super, Electrical 25 17 24 46 37 28 44 57 
7215 Contr & Super, Carpentry 123 79 104 168 100 58 114 160 
7219 Contr & Super, Other Const 35 28 40 60 28 25 35 69 
7241 Electricians 208 107 145 275 250 311 323 387 
7251 Plumbers 80 51 58 71 74 50 62 90 
7271 Carpenters 1,324 953 1,579 2,009 1,106 827 1,520 2,253
7272 Cabinetmakers 12 12 21 30 20 12 13 23 
7281 Bricklayers 55 32 74 113 49 40 71 98 
7282 Cement Finishers 34 15 46 59 29 18 37 75 
7284 Drywallers 93 71 101 109 87 90 135 156 
7291 Roofers 50 32 93 153 58 33 125 207 
7294 Painters 144 92 202 248 158 154 215 252 
7611 Const Labourers 5,169 4,367 6,686 8,410 4,515 3,972 6,260 8,388

Source: HRDC Newfoundland and Labrador 

The data are illustrated in Exhibits 4.1b for carpenters and construction labourers – the two largest 

residential construction trades. 

Exhibit 4.1b shows that the number of beneficiaries in the two largest residential trades occupations 

peaked at roughly the same levels in March of 2001 and March of 2002 and reached low point in 

September of 2000 and September of 2001.  Some perspective on the data can be obtained by comparing 

the average number of EI recipients in 2001 to the labour force recorded in the 1996 Census.  The 

average number of EI Beneficiaries identified as carpenters in 2001 was 33% of the 1996 Census labour 

force for Carpenters whereas this ratio was 157% for construction labourers.  These ratios indicate that 

unemployment was relatively high for construction labourers.  In interpreting these data it is important 

to note that the labour force for all trades grew by 14% between 1996 and 2001 according to the Labour 

Force Survey (see Table 4.13). 
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Exhibit 4.1b
Number of EI Beneficiaries, Nfld & Lab
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Exhibit 4.1b shows that the number of beneficiaries in the two largest residential trades occupations 

peaked at roughly the same levels in March of 2001 and March of 2002 and reached low point in 

September of 2000 and September of 2001.  Some perspective on the data can be obtained by comparing 

the average number of EI recipients in 2001 to the labour force recorded in the 1996 Census.  The 

average number of EI Beneficiaries identified as carpenters in 2001 was 33% of the 1996 Census labour 

force for Carpenters whereas this ratio was 157% for construction labourers.  These ratios indicate that 

unemployment was relatively high for construction labourers.  In interpreting these data it is important 

to note that the labour force for all trades grew by 14% between 1996 and 2001 according to the Labour 

Force Survey (see Table 4.13). 

Analysis of the data on EI Beneficiaries from June 2000 to March 2002 for other important residential 

construction trades reveals the following points: 

▲ The number of EI Beneficiaries relative to the 1996 Census labour force was relatively high for 

Bricklayers (59%), Roofers (42%), Painters (40%), Drywallers (39%), Electricians (39%) and 

Contractors and Supervisors for the Carpentry Trades (39%).  The high ratio is an indicator of high 

rates of unemployment.  Cement finishers (9%), Contractors and Supervisors for the Electrical 
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Exhibit 4.2a
Quarterly Total Residential Investment
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Trades (11%) and Cabinet Makers (13%) had low ratios indicating lower rates of unemployment. 

▲ A comparison of the number of EI Beneficiaries in March 2002 and March 2001 shows that 

unemployment the number of beneficiaries jumped significantly for Drywallers (43%), Electricians 

(41%), Roofers (35%), Cement Finishers (27%), Plumbers (27%) and Contractors and Supervisors 

for the Electrical Trades (24%).  These data may indicate that unemployment increased 

significantly in these trades between March 2002 and March 2001.  Cabinet Makers (-23%) and 

Bricklayers (-13%) experienced decreases in the number of beneficiaries between March 2002 and 

March 2001 signifying a decrease in unemployment levels for these trades. 

4.7 Seasonality and Attachment to the Labour Force 

Exhibit 4.2a illustrates the seasonality in residential construction spending from 1985 to 2001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: CANSIM II SERIES V13524 (Total Residential Investment), Statistics Canada. 

The exhibit shows that spending peaks in the third quarter and reaches a low point in the first quarter of 

each year. The distance between the yearly peak of the line (in the third quarter) and its low point (in 

the first quarter) exhibited a declining trend after 1992.  This shows that has been less seasonality since 

1992.  
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Exhibit 4.2b
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This trend is illustrated in Exhibit 4.2b.  This exhibit shows spending in the third quarter as a 

percentage of spending in the first quarter of each year from 1985 to 2001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: CANSIM II SERIES V13524 (Total Residential Investment), Statistics Canada. 

Spending in the third quarter averaged about 250% of that in the first quarter from 1985 to 1990.  The 

ratio jumped to over 300% in 1991 and 1992 but fell to under 200% from 1993 to 2001.  The drop in the 

ratio is a direct measure of a decline in seasonality in the Residential Construction industry. 

The seasonal variation in employment in the residential building and development industry can be 

determined from the monthly data contained in the Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours.   

This is illustrated in Exhibit 4.3. The exhibit shows average employment by month from 1990 to 

2000(black lines) and in 1999-2000 (broken lines). Data were not available for 1997 and 1998. 
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Exhibit 4.3
Average No. of Employees by Month, Residential Const. (SIC 4010)
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Source: CANSIM II, Data Series v256740, Table 281-0001, Survey of Employment, Payroll and Hours, Statistics Canada. 

The dark black line in the exhibit depicts average monthly employment from 1990 to 2000. It 

demonstrates that employment in the January to April period was generally in the 1,000 to 1,100 range. 

Employment then increased to about 1,700 in May and 2,300 in June. Employment jumped to about 

2,500 from July to September and remained relatively high in October (2,300) before dropping sharply 

in November and December.  The exhibit shows that employment in the peak month of August was over 

2.5 times the level of the lowest month of March on average over the 1990-2000 period. 

Average employment in 1999-2000 is depicted by the broken line in Exhibit 4.3.  Employment in the off-

season months of November to April averaged 970, or 22 % less than the average over the entire 1990-

2000 period.  Employment from May to October averaged 1,362 in 1999-2000, or 41% below average 

employment from 1990-2000.  Average monthly employment in 1999-2000 was lower than employment 

over the entire 1990-2000 period for all months but was significantly lower in months with a high level 

of construction activity.  This implies that significant declines in both the level and seasonality of 
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employment occurred in the 1999-2000 period. 

The decline in seasonality in the late 1990s and early years of the new millennium is evident in both 

spending and labour market data.  It may be attributed to a number of factors including new 

technologies that allow construction of occur in winter months, a shift from new home building to 

renovations and changing weather patterns.  Decreased seasonality provides for more full-time 

employment and is a trend that warrants further study. 

The 1996 Census also provides data on seasonal work activity by occupation for 1995. Table 4.17 

provides information for the nine largest occupations in Major Group H of the SOC 91 (Trades, 

Transport and Equipment Operators). 

Table 4.17 
Total Work Activity by Detailed Occupation, 1995 

Top Ten Trades and Total All Trades 
Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  26 weeks or less More than 26 weeks Average Weeks Worked 

H012(7212)  Electrical Contractors 65 300 44 
H015(7215)  Carpentry Contractors  160 140 29 
H111(7251)  Plumbers 150 250 36 
H112(7252)  Pipefitters 155 350 36 
H121(7271)  Carpenters 3,170 1,375 23 
H132(7282)  Cement finishers 305 115 23 
H144(7294)  Painters  440 180 22 
H211(7241)  Electricians  290 460 34 
H531(7441)  Residential Installers  175 105 24 
H821(7611)  Construction Labourers 3,120 1,270 22 

Source: 1996 Census. 

There was considerable variation among the occupations in terms of the number of weeks worked per 

year. For example, over 60% plumbers, pipefitters and electricians worked more than 26 weeks compared 

to fewer than 30% of painters, cement finishers and construction labourers.  Similarly, plumbers, 

pipefitters and electricians worked 34 or more weeks per year while carpenters, painters, cement finishers 
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and construction labourers worked 23 or fewer weeks per year. 

The 1996 Census also provides data on the number of hours worked by occupation in a reference week. 

Table 4.18 provides information for selected occupations in Major Group H of the SOC 91 (Trades, 

Transport and Equipment Operators). 

Table 4.18 
Hours Worked per Week by Detailed Occupation 

Top Ten Trades 
Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  
    Less than 30 hours 

(part time) 
    30 hours or more 

(full time) 
Average hours 

worked 
H012(7212)  Electrical Contractors  0 310 46 
H015(7215)  Carpentry Contractors 15 130 45 
H111(7251)  Plumbers 15 220 40 
H112(7252)  Pipefitters 20 355 43 
H121(7271)  Carpenters 135 1,875 43 
H132(7282)  Cement finishers 0 215 50 
H144(7294)  Painters  30 240 38 
H211(7241)  Electricians  35 475 43 
H531(7441)  Residential Installers  20 135 38 
H821(7611)  Construction Labourers 205 1,530 43 

 Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that most individuals employed in the larger occupations worked about 40 hours per 

week with the exception of painters who worked an average of 38 hours per week in 1996.  
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4.8 Employment Status 

Table 4.19 provides data on the employment status of selected occupations in Major Group H of 

the SOC 91 (Trades, Transport and Equipment Operators).  

Table 4.19 
Employment Status by Detailed Occupation, 1995 

Major Group H 
Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  Employees
Self-employed 
(incorporated) 

Self-employed 
(unincorporated) 

H012(7212)  Electrical Contractors  350 0 0 
H015(7215)  Carpentry Contractors  245 20 15 
H019(7219)  Other Construction Trades Contractors  185 0 15 
H111(7251)  Plumbers 335 20 10 
H112(7252)  Pipefitters  490 0 0 
H121(7271)  Carpenters 3,775 125 225 
H122(7272)  Cabinetmakers 105 10 25 
H131(7281)  Bricklayers 115 0 0 
H132(7282)  Cement finishers 360 35 0 
H133(7283)  Tilesetters 45 10 0 
H134(7284)  Drywallers  250 0 20 
H141(7291)  Roofers  220 0 0 
H143(7293)  Insulators 95 0 0 
H144(7294)  Painters  435 20 25 
H145(7295)  Floor covering installers 130 10 25 
H211(7241)  Electricians  625 45 60 
H531(7441)  Residential and commercial installers and servicers 240 10 20 
H821(7611)  Construction trades helpers and labourers 3,650 10 30 

 Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that the vast majority of people in all trades were employees and that the majority of 

self-employed individuals were unincorporated. 
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The 1996 Census also provides data on the employment status for individuals who indicated that they 

were part of the Residential Building and Development industry (SIC 4010). These data are presented in 

Table 4.20. 

Table 4.20 
Employment Status, 1995 

Residential Building and Development Industry (SIC 4010) 
Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

Employees 2,955 88.1% 
Self-employed (incorporated) 210 6.3% 

Without paid help 50 1.5% 
With paid help 155 4.6% 

Self-employed (unincorporated) 180 5.4% 
Without paid help 115 3.4% 
With paid help 65 1.9% 

Unpaid family workers 10 0.3% 
Sub-total 3,355 100% 

 Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that 88% of individuals in the Residential Building and Development Industry (SIC 

4010) indicated that they were employees while 11.7% indicated that they were self-employed. About 

54% of the self-employed were incorporated and 46% were unincorporated.   

Table 4.20 also shows the number of self-employed tradesmen that had paid help. About three-quarters 

of incorporated self-employed individuals had paid help while about 36% of unincorporated self-

employed individuals had paid help. 

4.9 Incidence of Sub-Contracting 

The incidence of sub-contracting by work activity in residential construction in Atlantic Canada is 

available from a labour study completed for the Canadian Home Builders Association. This information 

is provided in Table 4.21. 
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Table 4.21 
Percentage of Individual Work Activities Subcontracted  

by Builders and Renovators in Atlantic Canada 
WORK ACTIVITY ATLANTIC 
Excavation 100 
Footings 69 
Foundation:  

▲   concrete 82 

▲   wood 31 

▲   foam blocks 36 

▲   conc. Blocks 100 
Damproofing 46 
Weeping tile 40 
Concrete floor 89 
Framing 19 
Roof shingles 43 
Doors & windows 14 
Siding:  

▲ metal 47 

▲ vinyl 10 

▲ wood 11 

▲  brick 92 

▲ stucco 92 
Stairs 20 
Plumbing 97 
Heating 97 
Ventilation 91 
Electrical 89 
Insulation 49 
Air/vapour barrier 38 
Drywall 75 
Drywall finishing 88 
Finish carpentry 23 
Fireplace 93 
Cabinets 74 
Wall finish:  

▲  painting 75 

▲  ceramic 85 

▲ paneling 28 

▲   wallpaper 96 
Ceiling finish:  

▲   paint 74 

▲   stucco 90 
Floor finish:  

▲   carpet 100 

▲   hardwood 51 
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▲   sheet goods 86 

▲   ceramic 84 

▲   tile 87 

 Source: CHBA Labour Study 

The exhibit shows that only 10%-11% of wood and vinyl siding work activities are sub-contracted. Other 

activities, mostly completed by homebuilders and renovators, include: framing, building stairs and 

doors, installing windows and finish carpentry.  Only 14% to 23% of these work activities are sub-

contracted. About three-quarters of work activities associated with building cabinets, painting and 

drywall are sub-contracted. Most electrical work (89%) is sub-contracted as is plumbing (97%), heating 

(97%) and excavation (100%). 

4.10 Data Gaps and Follow-up Research 

Very limited information exists on recruitment of new workers into residential trades occupations 

in Newfoundland and Labrador.  A July 12, 2002 meeting between representatives of the industry, the 

authors of this report, and provincial and federal human resource officials, showed that recruitment is a 

key concern of the industry.  Recruitment is the cornerstone of the future growth and development of the 

industry but it is problematic for a variety of reasons, including: 

▲ Demographic and migration factors that will result in relatively low numbers of potential recruits to 

the industry; 

▲ Perceptions about residential construction occupations as a career choice among youth; and 

▲ A perceived disconnect between the industry and training institutions. 

Documentation and analysis of recruitment in residential construction occupations is a priority area for 

human resource planning.  The research should be used to develop a recruitment strategy to attract 

qualified, committed workers to industry. 

Estimates of employment, unemployment and labour force participation by industry and occupation 

rely heavily on the 1996 Census.  Data on these factors will be available from the 2001 Census on 

February 11, 2003.  Analysis of these data, and comparisons to the 1996 Census data, would provide an 
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up-to-date snapshot of labour market conditions and changes over the 1996-2001 period.  

No information exists on how many individuals in the Trade Contracting industry worked in residential 

construction or what proportion of their work was in this industry.  The survey of Trade Contracting 

Employers suggested in Section 3.4, Data Gaps and Follow-up Research, could provide estimates of 

employee involvement by industry and industry sub-sector for each occupation in the Trade Contracting 

industry. 

Data on employment conditions in the Residential Construction industry and by individual trade are 

limited.  The Labour Force Survey (LFS) does not produce usable estimates for the industry or by 

individual occupation.  The Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours (SEPH) provides employment 

estimates for Residential Construction but its usefulness is limited because it does not include self-

employed individuals and owners of unincorporated businesses.  The Occupational Profiles produced by 

Human Resources Development Canada are the best source of information on labour market 

conditions.  However, the Profiles do not include information on skill levels, qualifications and working 

conditions that are critical to understanding the balance between demand and supply. 

Available data are not adequate to document and explain the balance between demand and supply for 

labour.  A study of worker shortages and surpluses for selected occupations in the residential 

construction sector could provide the information required to assess demand and supply for important 

occupations in the industry.  A targeted survey of employees and employers throughout the Province 

could document shortages and surpluses and identify factors that contribute to labour market 

imbalances.  A particular focus of the surveys could be to document the requirements of employers in 

terms of skills, experience and certifications compared to the existence of these attributes in unemployed 

workers in each occupation.  

Economic, demographic and social factors will result in significant changes in upcoming years in the 

balance between the demand and supply of labour by occupation in the residential construction 

industry.  An in-depth study of these factors could be used to project future labour market conditions by 

occupation in the industry.  This study could provide a foundation for human resource planning. 

The decline in seasonality in the late 1990s, and early years of the new millennium, is evident in both 
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spending and labour market data.  It may be attributed to a number of factors including new 

technologies that allow construction of occur in winter months, a shift from new home building to 

renovations and changing weather patterns.  Decreased seasonality provides for more full-time 

employment and is a trend that warrants further study. 
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5.0 Characteristics of Human Resources 

The 1996 Census provides data on the characteristics of human resources in residential construction. A 

number of these characteristics are presented in Section 5 including: 

▲ Age Profile; 

▲ Highest Level of Schooling; 

▲ Major Field of Study; 

▲ Mobility Status; 

▲ Employment Income; and 

▲ Visible Minorities and Gender. 

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of Chapter 5 present data on the Age Profile and Highest Level of Schooling of 

individuals by industry. Data are provided for individuals in the Residential Building and Development 

industry as classified by the SIC system. 

The remaining sections of Chapter 5 present data on all the factors listed above for selected Trades 

Occupations (Major Group H) classified by the SOC 91 system. 

5.1 Age Profile of the Residential Building and Development Industry 

The age profile of individuals in the Residential Building and Development industry (SIC 4010) is 

presented in Table 5.1. 

Characteristics of Human Resources 
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Table 5.1 
Age Profile 

Residential Building and Development Industry (SIC 4010) 
Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  15-19 years 105 3.1% 
  20-24 years 325 9.7% 
  25-34 years 925 27.6% 
  35-44 years 1,050 31.3% 
  45-54 years 645 19.3% 
  55-64 years 270 8.1% 
  65 years and over 30 0.9% 
  Sub-Total 3,350 100% 
  Average Age 38  

Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that the average age of the residential construction workforce was 38 and that about 

40% was less than 35 years old, 31% was between 35 and 44 years old and about 28% was over 45 years 

of age.  About 9% of workers were 55 years and older.   

The age profile in the Newfoundland residential construction industry was similar to that in the other 

Atlantic provinces.  The average age of 38 in Newfoundland was just slightly less than the average age of 

39 in the residential construction industries in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and the average age of 

40 in Prince Edward Island.  The average age of workers in all industries in Newfoundland in 1996 was 

37 while the average for Canada was 38. 

5.2 Highest Level Of Schooling 

The highest level of schooling achieved by individuals in the Residential Building and Development 

industry is presented in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 
Highest Level Of Schooling 

Residential Building and Development Industry (SIC 4010) 
Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  Less than grade 9 475 14.2% 
  Grades 9-13 without secondary school graduation certificate 860 25.7% 
  Grades 9-13 with secondary school graduation certificate 370 11.0% 
  Trades certificate or diploma only 225 6.7% 
  Other non-university education only 1,040 31.0% 
  University without bachelor’s degree or higher 295 8.8% 
  University with bachelor’s degree or higher 80 2.4% 
  Sub-Total  3,345 100% 

Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that about 14% of the individuals indicated that they had less than a grade 9 education 

and 26% reached between grade 9 and grade 13 but did not graduate from high school. Seven percent of 

respondents earned a trade certificate while about 31% received non-university education other than 

that leading to a trade’s certificate. About 11% of the individuals attended university but only 2% held a 

Bachelor’s degree. 

The proportion of individuals (40%) that did not complete high school is high, and is usually taken as 

an indicator of literacy issues.  New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island had roughly the same 

proportion of workers in the residential construction industry that did not complete high school but 

Nova Scotia had a somewhat lower proportion (35%).  By comparison, about 23% of the total Canadian 

workforce, and 29% of the overall workforce in Newfoundland and Labrador, did not complete high 

school.  These data indicate that educational attainment in the residential construction industry is 

significantly below that for all industries. 

5.3 Age Profile for Selected Trades Occupations 

The age profile of occupations in Major Group H of SOC 91 is shown in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 
Age Profile  

Trades, Transportation and Equipment Operators 
Major Group H, SOC '91 

Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  
15-19 
years 

20-24 
years 

35-44 
years 

45-54 
years 

55-64 
years 

65 years 
and over 

Average 
age 

     H012(7212)  Electrical Contractors  0 10 145 140 30 0 44 
     H015(7215)  Carpentry Trades Contractors 0 0 95 80 45 0 44 
     H019(7219)  Other Construction Trades Contractors 0 10 70 40 25 0 41 
     H111(7251)  Plumbers 10 0 125 100 30 20 43 
     H112(7252)  Pipefitters 0 15 180 155 45 0 41 
     H121(7271)  Carpenters 45 215 1,380 815 470 40 40 
     H122(7272)  Cabinetmakers 0 10 25 15 0 0 34 
     H131(7281)  Bricklayers 0 15 40 20 15 0 40 
     H132(7282)  Cement finishers 10 50 100 80 40 0 38 
     H133(7283)  Tilesetters 0 0 10 0 0 0 36 
     H134(7284)  Drywallers  0 20 70 85 0 0 38 
     H141(7291)  Roofers  40 40 40 30 0 0 30 
     H143(7293)  Insulators 0 0 30 20 0 0 38 
     H144(7294)  Painters 35 35 160 125 30 0 38 
     H145(7295)  Floor covering installers 0 0 65 25 25 0 40 
     H211(7241)  Electricians  0 60 210 235 15 0 39 
     H531(7441)  Residential and commercial installers 25 25 80 40 20 0 36 
     H821(7611)  Construction labourers 210 585 945 485 225 10 35 
    Total 375 1,100 3,860 2,540 1,035 70   

Source: 1996 Census. 

The average age of individuals varied from a low of 34 for Cabinetmakers to 44 for Electrical and 

Carpentry contractors and supervisors.  The age profile of construction labourers shows a high 

proportion of young people.  For example, approximately one-third of Construction labourers were less 

than 25 years old.  This was almost four times higher than for Carpenters and eighteen times higher 

than for Electrical and Carpentry contractors and supervisors. 

5.4 Highest Level of Schooling for Selected Trades Occupations 

The educational profile of occupations in Major Group H of SOC 91 is presented in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4 
Highest Level of Schooling,  Trades, Transportation and Equipment Operators 

Major Group H, SOC '91 
Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

 
 
 

Less 
than 

grade 9 

Grades 9-13 
without 

secondary 
school 

graduation 
certificate 

Grades 9-13 
with 

secondary 
school 

graduation 
certificate 

Trades 
certificate 

or 
diploma 

only 

Other non-
university 
education 
without 

certificate or 
diploma 

Other non-
university 
education 

with 
certificate or 

diploma 

University 
without 

bachelor's 
degree or 

higher 

University 
with 

bachelor's 
degree or 

higher 

Total 

H012(7212)Electrical    
 Contractors 

20 0 0 25 10 270 20 20 365 

H015(7215) Carpentry  
 Trades Contractors  

25 60 30 20 10 115 20 0 280 

H019(7219) Other Const’n   
 Trades Contractors 

10 55 15 20 10 65 15 0 190 

H111(7251)  Plumbers 25 55 0 30 20 235 10 0 375 

H112(7252)  Pipefitters  15 35 0 60 0 355 10 0 475 

H121(7271)  Carpenters 545 965 395 275 115 1,505 310 25 4,135 
H122(7272)  Cabinet-  
 makers 

10 25 0 10 10 75 0 10 140 

H131(7281)  Bricklayers 0 25 0 35 0 50 0 0 110 
H132(7282)  Cement  
 finishers 

45 100 55 15 15 150 20 0 400 

H133(7283)  Tilesetters 0 30 0 0 0 15 0 0 45 

H134(7284)  Drywallers 50 85 10 10 30 70 10 0 265 

H141(7291)  Roofers 50 100 20 0 10 30 0 0 210 
H144(7294)  Painters  
 and decorators 

70 150 40 40 50 80 40 0 470 

H145(7295)  Floor  
 covering installers 

15 60 25 10 0 45 0 0 155 

H211(7241)  Electricians 0 20 30 35 20 545 65 15 730 
H418(7318)  Elevator  
 constructors and  
 mechanics 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

H531(7441)  Residential  
 and commercial  
 installers and servicers 

15 85 55 10 10 70 25 0 270 

H821(7611)  Const’n trades  
 helpers and labourers 

635 1,235 480 145 140 735 295 30 3,695 

Total 1,530 3,160 1,180 750 450 4,590 855 100 12,615

Twelve percent of the individuals in occupations profiled in the above table had less than a grade nine 

Source: 1996 Census. 
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education and 37% did not complete high school. It was pointed out in Table 5.2 that this was 

considerably above levels for the Newfoundland and Canadian labour force as a whole.   

One-third of trades people attended high school but three quarters of these individuals did not graduate. 

Six percent of individuals held a trade certificate or diploma. Forty percent of individuals received non-

university education, and over 90% of these individuals received a certificate or diploma. Eight percent 

of individuals attended university and less than 1% earned a Bachelor’s degree. 

5.5 Major Field Of Study for Selected Trades Occupations 

The major fields of study for occupations in Major Group H of SOC 91 are presented in Table 5.5. 

Just under one-half of all tradesmen received some post-secondary education.  Over 90% of the 

tradesmen with post secondary education studied engineering and applied science technologies and 

trades. Social sciences and related fields had the second highest number of individuals followed closely 

by business and commerce training. 
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Table 5.5 
Major Field of Study 

Trades, Transportation and Equipment Operators 
Major Group H, SOC '91 

Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  

No post-
secondary 
qualificati

on 

Post- 
secondary 

qualification
s 

Fine 
and 

applied 
arts 

Social 
sciences 

and 
related 
fields 

Commerce, 
management 
and business 

admin. 

Agricultural 
and 

biological 
sciences/ 

technologies

Engineering 
and applied 

science 
technologies 
and trades 

Mathe- 
matics 

and 
physical 
sciences 

No 
specialize-
tion and 
all other, 

n.e.c. 
H012(7212) Electrical  
 Trades Con  

25 335 0 0 0 0 325 0 0 

H015(7215) Carpentry   
 Trades Con 

130 155 0 10 10 0 145 0 0 

H019(7219) Other  
 Trades Construction 

110 85 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 

H111(7251) Plumbers 95 270 0 0 0 0 270 0 0 
H112(7252) Pipefitters 60 425 0 0 0 0 425 0 0 

H121(7271) Carpenters 2,105 2,035 15 70 80 25 1,845 0 0 
H122(7272)Cabinet-  
 makers 

45 100 15 0 0 0 65 0 0 

H131(7281) Bricklayers 30 85 0 0 0 10 80 0 0 
H132(7282) Cement  
 finishers 

220 175 0 10 0 0 170 0 0 

H133(7283) Tilesetters 35 25 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 

H134(7284) Drywallers  180 90 0 10 0 0 80 0 0 

H141(7291) Roofers  190 30 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 

H144(7294) Painters 335 145 10 10 0 0 120 0 0 
H145(7295) Floor cov  
 installers 

100 50 0 0 0 0 45 0 0 

H211(7241) Electricians 85 645 0 10 0 0 635 0 0 

H523(7383) Other trades 0 15 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 
H821(7611) 
Construction  labourers 

2,685 1,005 30 55 65 20 810 10 20 

Total 6,740 5,965 70 185 165 65 5,425 10 20 

 Source: 1996 Census. 
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5.6 Mobility Status of Selected Trades Occupations 

The mobility status of Major Group H occupations is presented in Table 5.6 

Table 5.6 
Mobility Status 

Trades, Transportation and Equipment Operators 
Major Group H, SOC '91 

Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  
Non-

movers 
Non-

migrants

Intraprovincial 
migrants (from 
same province/ 

territory) 

Interprovincial 
migrants (from 

different province/ 
territory) 

External 
migrants   

(from outside 
Canada) Total 

H012(7212) Electrical Trades  
 Contractors  290 35 20 15 0 360 
H015(7215)  Carpentry Trades  
 Contractors 205 25 35 20 0 285 
H019(7219) Other Trades Contractors 170 20 0 0 0 190 
H111(7251)  Plumbers 250 80 20 10 0 360 
H112(7252)  Pipefitters 375 65 30 20 0 490 
H121(7271)  Carpenters 3,170 525 255 175 15 4,140 
H122(7272)  Cabinetmakers 90 15 25 15 0 145 
H131(7281)  Bricklayers 90 10 10 10 0 120 
H132(7282)  Cement finishers 250 55 70 10 10 395 
H133(7283)  Tilesetters 40 20 0 0 0 60 
H134(7284)  Drywallers 195 35 30 15 0 275 
H141(7291)  Roofers 180 30 0 0 0 210 
H142(7292)  Glaziers 35 25 0 0 0 60 
H143(7293)  Insulators 55 15 15 15 0 100 
H144(7294)  Painters 345 65 55 20 0 485 
H145(7295)  Floor covering installers 100 50 0 10 0 160 
H211(7241)  Electricians 540 135 25 35 0 735 
H531(7441)  Residential and commercial 
installers  175 45 30 20 0 270 
H821(7611)  Construction labourers 2,630 570 360 130 0 3,690 
Total 9,305 1,855 1,020 520 25 12,725 

 Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that almost three quarters of the individuals did not move.  An additional 15% were 
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non-migrants (individuals who moved but stayed within the Census Division).  Of the 12% who were 

migrants (moved outside their Census Division), almost two-thirds moved within the province while 

35% moved from another province. 

5.7 Employment Income of Selected Trades Occupations 

Table 5.7 presents data on employment incomes by occupation for selected occupations. 

Table 5.7 
Employment Income 

Trades, Transportation and Equipment Operators 

Major Group H, SOC '91 

Based on 1996 Census, Newfoundland and Labrador 

  Average employment income 
H012(7212)  Electrical Contractors 51,873 

H015(7215)  Carpentry Trades Contractors  52,935 
H111(7251)  Plumbers 26,563 
H112(7252)  Pipefitters  60,683 

H121(7271)  Carpenters 30,594 
H132(7282)  Cement finishers 57,210 
H134(7284)  Drywallers 23,679 

H144(7294)  Painters 28,307 
H211(7241)  Electricians 36,240 
H531(7441)  Residential and commercial installers 22,142 

H821(7611)  Construction labourers 44,035 

Weighted Average 39,148 

Source: 1996 Census. 

The table shows that Pipefitters enjoyed the highest average incomes of any occupation followed by 

Cement Finishers and Carpentry and Electrical Contractors. Carpenters, Drywallers and Painters were 

among the occupations with the lowest average incomes. 

Average employment income is derived by multiplying wages by the number of weeks worked. Both wage 
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rates and the number of weeks worked per year influence average employment incomes. 

Up-to-date data on salaries and wages for the Residential Construction industry are not available.  The 

Survey of Employment, Payroll and Hours (SEPH) conducted by Statistics Canada includes reports on 

the Building Construction industry as a whole (NAICS 2312) but not for Residential Construction 

(NAICS 23121) by itself.  Annual data on the Trade Contracting industries are available for the SEPH.  

Exhibit 4.4 illustrates the trend in weekly earnings for all employees in the Trade Contracting industry 

in Newfoundland and Labrador from 1992 to 2001. 

The exhibit shows that weekly earnings have been in the $550-$630 range over the last ten years with 

earnings in 2001 only slightly higher than ten years earlier and below peak levels achieved in 1998.  

Exhibit 4.4
Average Weekly Earnings, Trade Contracting, NAICS 232 

All Employees
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Source: CANSIM II, Table 281-0027, SEPH 

 

5.8 Visible Minorities and Gender of Selected Trades Occupations 

The 1996 Census showed that less than 1% of the individuals in Trades Occupations were from a visible 

minority. Approximately 2% of the total individuals in Construction trades occupations were female.  Of 
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the 170 females, one-half were Painters and Decorators and 50 were Carpenters. 

5.9 Data Gaps and Follow-Up Research 

Data for 2001 on the characteristics of participants in the residential construction industry and 

construction trades will be available from the 2001 Census in February and March of 2003.  Analysis of 

these data, and comparisons to the 1996 Census data, would provide an up-to-date snapshot of the 

characteristics of the labour force and changes over the 1996-2001 period.  Two of these characteristics, 

age profile and educational attainment, are essential to human resource planning efforts.   

A projection of the age profile of key occupations into the future would be useful in anticipating future 

labour market conditions.  It also would be an important contribution to a study of recruitment 

recommended elsewhere in this report. 

Chapter 5 does not present information on the skill levels, skills requirements and training needs of the 

Residential Construction labour force.  Profiles of key occupations are required to understand the work 

activities and skills for each occupation.  Information on these factors is essential for human resource 

planning in the industry.  The most effective way to acquire this information is through consultations 

with industry and by undertaking an employer survey. 
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6.0 Legislative & Regulatory Environment 

This chapter of the report is based exclusively on an article by Greg Lampert and Steve Pomeroy entitled 

“Canada’s Housing System: The Public Policy Environment for Housing in Canada”, September, 1998. 

6.1 Overview 

Greg Lampert and Steve Pomeroy provide an overview of the significance of legislation and 

regulations to the home building industry in Canada as follows: 

“... public policies involve and reflect the legislative decisions and actions of all three 

levels of government. They include specific housing legislation, such as the National 

Housing Act (NHA), as well as legislation, regulations and initiatives at the federal, 

provincial and municipal levels of government which regulate matters such as 

property rights, financial institutions, consumer protection, health and safety 

standards, property development and a host of other things. Generally speaking, these 

public policies fall into two broad categories: 

▲ The first relates to the regulation and control of the physical characteristics of 

property, and improvements. The purpose of this legislation is to ensure that 

buildings meet certain minimum standards with respect to design, construction 

standard, occupant and worker health and safety, and the environment. Much of 

this legislation falls within the provincial domain; however, it is greatly influenced 

by the actions of both the federal government and inter-government agencies. 

▲ The second relates to, or facilitates, the planning construction, purchase, 

financing, and management of housing – including assisting those who cannot 

obtain suitable housing at a cost they can afford. The purpose of this legislation is 

to provide a framework within which the provision of essential elements of the 

system can operate effectively – and an environment, which promotes 

competition, efficiency and innovation. At the enabling level, federal legislation is 

important here, although a body of provincial legislation also falls under this 

Legislative & Regulatory Environment 
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category.” (Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 pp. 12-13) 

Public sector activities in the process of development, building and transfer of property can be grouped 

under three headings: 

▲ planning and land use; 

▲ the building process; and 

▲ property transfer. 

It is important to point out that the home building sector is affected by legislation other than that 

targeted specifically at this industry. As pointed out by Lampert and Pomeroy: 

“The activity of physical development and building is carried out within an 

environment of regulations, codes and standards .... while many of these are specific 

to residential development, they have been formulated within a more general context 

to apply to all types of buildings. The National Building Code, for example, 

encompasses all forms of building construction from industrial buildings, and office 

towers to individual dwellings.” (Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 p. 63) 

6.2 Provincial Responsibilities 

Provincial government authority and responsibility for housing are derived from provincial 

jurisdiction for civil and property rights, including land use regulation and planning. 

Three key areas of provincial jurisdiction are planning and land use, building regulation and education 

and training. Provinces also are responsible for systems to record ownership and land transactions. A key 

area of provincial responsibility was described as follows in Lampert and Pomeroy: 

“New home building and renovation must meet minimum standards specified in the 

building codes. Constitutional responsibility for building regulation resides with 

provincial governments...” (Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 p. 75) 
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The Lampert and Pomeroy article summarized the activities and functions of provincial governments as 

follows: 

▲ Housing policy, including program development: 

▲ Overseeing social housing delivery and management; 

▲ Providing program and legislative responses based on provincial needs and resources; 

▲ Landlord/tenant legislation and, in many cases, rent regulation; 

▲ Preservation of existing stock through regulation and standards; 

▲ Developing policies and programs to facilitate the operation of the housing market.  

▲ Local municipal governance 

▲ Building and development standards: 

▲ Building safety and accessibility; 

▲ Fire safety; 

▲ Worker safety; 

▲ Consumer protection; 

▲ Municipal infrastructure; 

▲ Community and land use planning; 

▲ Property assessment and appeal system; 

▲ Land information policy and standards; and 

▲ Heritage property. 

▲ Education and training systems 

(Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 p17) 

Provinces also regulate others matters of importance to the home building industry such as fire 

protection, boilers and pressure vessels, elevators, gas, water and electrical systems. 
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6.3 Municipal Responsibilities 

Provinces delegate authority and responsibility to local governments through provincial enabling 

legislation. Provincial legislation defines matters that are subject to municipal regulation. Provinces 

grant taxing and fee collecting powers to municipalities in return for commitments by municipalities to 

provide specified services. 

Municipalities often deliver programs that result from federal and provincial policies and legislation and 

may cost-share programs with the two senior levels of government. Municipalities are delegated powers 

to enforce building codes, implement land use planning and regulation, and enforce health and safety 

standards.  There also is a local role in identifying labour force requirements as referenced in 

federal/provincial labour market development agreements. 

Lampert and Pomeroy summed up the importance of municipalities in the areas of housing and land 

use development as follows: 

“The functions involved in the planning and execution of an orderly and rational 

pattern of development are typically performed by local municipal governments or, 

in the case of unincorporated municipalities, regional or county level administrative 

agencies.  

Land use planning and development approval at the municipal level is the forum 

through which many provincial policies that affect cities and housing are interpreted 

and implemented.”(Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 pp. 64-65) 

6.4 Federal Responsibilities 

Federal authority and responsibility is derived from its role in setting national standards and its 

responsibility for macro economic management of the economy. 

The federal government has recognized that coordination of provincial policies and legislation is 

required to ensure uniformity of national standards in all regions of Canada. It has developed national 
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model codes that have assisted in the development of uniform building standards across the country. 

The Canadian Commission on Building and Fire Codes (CCBFC) is responsible for maintaining 

national model codes. Provincial input into the CCBFC comes from the Provincial/Territorial 

Committee on Building Standards.  

The CCBFC maintains the following model codes: 

▲ The National Building Code; 

▲ The National Fire Code; and 

▲ The National Plumbing Code. 

These codes typically are incorporated into provincial legislation and regulation. The CCBFC may adopt 

a National Energy code in upcoming years. This code could implement energy efficiency requirements 

and have a significant affect on the home building industry. 

The federal government has responsibilities related to labour market mobility as a result of the federal 

provincial agreement on internal trade. It also is involved in the “Red Seal” program for apprenticeship 

training. The federal-provincial labour market development agreement provides direct funding for 

apprenticeship. 

The Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) has a broad mandate including housing 

finance, research and information transfer, assisted housing and international activities. The Lampert 

and Pomeroy article points out that the CMHC has changed in recent years: 

“The Corporation has largely stepped back from directly developing and financing 

housing.  It has given greater priority to the development of an appropriate public 

policy environment for competition and innovation by the private sector.” (Lampert 

and Pomeroy, 1998, pp. 14-15) 

Some federal financial legislation has an important impact on the home building industry. Legislation 

that requires federally chartered lenders to restrict residential real estate lending to a maximum of 75% 

of the value of a property is particularly noteworthy. Mortgage insurance available from CMHC allows 
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lenders to extend financing beyond the 75% limit. 

Other important federal legislation relates to the prepayment of mortgages. This legislation allows 

homeowners to pay off their mortgage after five years with a maximum prepayment penalty of three 

months’ interest. 

6.5 Impact of Regulations on Residential Building and Renovation 

The Lampert and Pomeroy publication identifies three phases in residential building.  Each phase 

entails a number of work activities requiring specific skills. The phases are: planning, construction and 

marketing/sales. Laws and regulations significantly influence both the work activities and skills required 

in each phase. 

6.5.1 The Planning Phase 

The planning phase entails feasibility analysis, land acquisition, planning, zoning change 

and design. A variety of occupations are involved in this phase including lawyers, real estate brokers, 

architects, engineers and surveyors. All of these occupations require a license and the activities and skills 

required for these occupations are influenced by regulations and processes governing title registration, 

borrowing, the environment, zoning, subdivision, land use planning and building codes. 

6.5.2 The Construction Phase 

The construction phase entails site preparation, construction and financing. A variety of 

construction trades occupations, including supervisory occupations, contractors and sub-contractors, 

are involved in the construction phase. Some of these occupations have mandatory licensing 

requirements. The activities and skills required for these occupations are influenced by public 

regulations and requirements with respect to building permits, codes and inspections, contract law, 

material standards, utility regulations, labour codes and health and safety codes. 
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6.5.3 Marketing and Sales Phase 

The marketing and sale of a dwelling could be done by real estate agencies (which require 

a license) or by employees of construction and development companies.  Occupations involved in this 

phase are lawyers, real estate brokers and other sales and marketing personnel. Contract and real estate 

law along with banking regulations and laws are important to this phase. 

6.6 The Importance of Immigration Laws and Policies 

The Lampert and Pomeroy publication provides an overview of the importance of laws and 

policies on immigration to the residential building and development industry, demonstrating that 

immigration influences the industry in two ways: 

▲ immigrants increase the demand for housing; and 

▲ immigration contributes to the supply of labour residential building and development occupations. 

Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) administers immigration in Canada, except in Quebec. 

Some aspects of citizenship and immigration are now shared with the provinces. Skilled workers may 

qualify for immigration to Canada, provided they meet the criteria dictated by the CIC assessment 

process.   

Labour market considerations play an important role in the selection of immigrants as stated in the 

following quotations from Lampert and Pomeroy. 

“The assessment system assigns points to applicants for considerations such as 

education, occupation, work experience, occupation related training and education, 

age, language skills, self-employment and arranged employment. 

To assist with the evaluation of skilled workers, CIC utilizes HRDC’s General 

Occupation List, which identifies occupations in which immigrants can be expected to 

have a reasonable chance of entering the labour force.  Applicants with occupations 

that have an active labour market have a better chance of successfully immigrating to 
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Canada. 

Construction trades are generally not included on the General Occupations List – this 

is partially a reflection of the regional and cyclical nature of construction activity.” 

(Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 pp. 40-41) 

Although construction trades are not on the General Occupation List, short-term importation of skilled 

construction workers occurs frequently: 

“The most common intervention in the construction labour market undertaken by 

CIC is the review and processing of temporary work permits for foreign construction 

workers required to work on individual projects. These situations can arise when 

builders use new technologies, which require skills not available in Canada. These 

applications are sponsored by builders, and CIC reviews the applications in 

consultation with HRDC.” (Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 pp.41) 

Occupations with shortages that must be filled by foreign workers would be high priority areas for 

training and skill development.  

6.7 Legislation and Human Resource Development 

Legislation and government policy affect four areas of human resource development. 

▲ Unemployment Benefits; 

▲ Education and Training; 

▲ Labour Mobility; and 

▲ Labour Standards and Relations. 

Unemployment Benefits 

Workers in the residential home building rely on Employment Insurance (EI) to supplement incomes 
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more than most sectors of the economy due to the cyclical and seasonal nature of the industry. Human 

Resource Development Canada is responsible for the Employment Insurance system. Reforms in EI in 

the 1990’s reduced benefits, decreased the length of claims and made it more difficult to qualify for 

benefits. Changes to EI in the early years of the new millennium reversed some of the changes that were 

implemented in the 1990s. 

Education and Training 

Lampert and Pomeroy summed up federal and provincial responsibilities and initiatives in the field of 

education and training as follows: 

“Training and education programs are constitutionally the responsibility of the 

provincial governments. However, the federal government plays an important role in 

labour market development and training initiatives, through programs funded by EI, 

and through funding of industry-led human resource programs. Together, the federal 

and provincial governments have endeavoured to develop national industry 

occupational standards to facilitate labour mobility. As a result, most skilled trades 

and many occupations have national and interprovincial trade certification through 

the Red Seal Program.” (Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 p. 43) 

Many trades require mandatory certification under Apprenticeship Programs administered by provincial 

governments. A number of national organizations and committees have been established to promote 

inter-provincial consistency in programs and standards and provide a national perspective on 

apprenticeship programs. The Red Seal Program is one mechanism used to achieve these goals. Another 

Canada-wide initiative is the Pan Canadian Skill Based Examination for the Red Seal designation that is 

now being computerized under the Inter-provincial Computerized Examination Management System 

(ICEMS). 

Federal/provincial roles and responsibilities for education and training changed significantly over the 

1990s. The federal government, under Labour Market Development Agreements, transferred 

responsibilities for the design and delivery of a variety of labour market development programs to the 
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provinces. The federal government pays students directly for certain types of training. 

Labour Mobility 

The Lampert and Pomeroy article points out that labour mobility is critical in the residential 

construction industry due to wide variations in demand for labour across the country.  The article also 

points out that the Federal/Provincial Agreement on Internal Trade (AIT) that came into effect on July 

1, 1995 contains provisions to reduce barriers to labour mobility by: 

▲ removing residency requirements; 

▲ improving information on licensing and certification to eliminate the use of these programs as 

barriers to entry; 

▲ reconciling differences in provincial occupation training standards to facilitate inter-provincial 

mobility; and 

▲ recognizing that the “Red Seal” program meets the requirements for mobility under the AIT. 

Labour Standards and Relations 

The term labour standards and relations relate to the rights and responsibilities of employers and 

employees and is generally a provincial responsibility. Lampert and Pomeroy describe provincial 

responsibilities as follows: 

“... the provincial department of labour has three core business functions: 

▲ establishing and enforcing employment standards; 

▲ promoting and enforcing occupational health and safety standards; and 

▲ labour relations.” (Lampert and Pomeroy, 1998 p. 44) 
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6.8 Data Gaps and Follow-Up Research 

The legislative review chapter in this report does not focus on the specific situation in 

Newfoundland and Labrador.  Documentation of legislation in the province, and the impacts on the 

labour force and human resource planning, would be beneficial for human resource planning. 
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7.0 The Underground Economy 

The underground economy consists of economic activities that result in earned income that is not 

reported.  The size and significance of the underground economy were discussed in two reports: (1) a 

1994 Statistics Canada publication entitled “The Size of the Underground Economy in Canada” and (2) 

the 1996 IAS Committee “Situation Analysis of the Residential Sector in Newfoundland and Labrador 

Construction Industry.” 

7.1 “The Size of the Underground Economy in Canada” by Statistics 
Canada 

7.1.1 Definition and Measurement of the Underground Economy 

The Statistics Canada publication defined the underground economy as follows: 

“In the broadest sense, it usually denotes sales of good and services on which indirect 

taxes have not been paid, giving rise to income on which taxes and mandatory social 

security contributions have not been paid either. In this broad definition, 

‘underground economy’ is virtually synonymous with ‘untaxed transactions.” 

(Statistics Canada, The Size of the Underground Economy in Canada, 1994, p. 2) 

The Statistics Canada article focuses on measuring economic activity not included in Canada’s GDP. It 

is important to understand that such a measurement understates the underground economy. The 

reason is that some underground transactions are included in the GDP as noted by the Statistics Canada 

publication. 

“... some underground transactions are captured in the official GDP.  This is why the 

domestic market production which goes untaxed is larger than that which goes 

unmeasured.” (Statistics Canada, The Size of the Underground Economy in Canada, 

1994, p. 4) 

Estimates of the underground economy made in this section of the report include estimates of activity 

not included in the GDP and activity included in the GDP but not recorded by the Canada Customs and 

The Underground Economy 
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Revenue Agency. 

Conducting activity through the underground economy reduces costs associated with taxes, 

contributions to social programs and permits and approvals required to conduct business. Avoidance of 

these costs allows operators to charge lower prices and/or make higher profits. One study estimated that 

in the Ontario construction industry “... the sort of price differential achieved by undergrounders can 

range from 10% to 30%.” (John O’Grady Consulting Ltd, Greg Lampert Economic Consultant, Inc 

and the ARA Consulting Group Inc., “The Underground Economy in Ontario’s Construction 

Industry Board, Estimates of its Size and the Revenue Losses to Government and the Workplace 

Safety Insurance Board (WSIB), 1998, p3) 

Another Ontario publication estimated that underground operators offered customers a price discount of 

between 12.5% and 25%.  (Canadian Home Builders Association, Get It In Writing”, p.4) 

The underground economy also is positively correlated with downturns in economic conditions.  One 

study summed up the situation as follows: 

“Comparing this study to work done by Statistics Canada suggests that since 1990, the 

underground economy has increased by 50% to 100%.”(Canadian Home Builders 

Association, Get It In Writing”, p.3) 

Studies have correlated the underground economy with the following factors: 

▲ lower skilled occupations; 

▲ one person operations; 

▲ small projects; 

▲ short-term projects; and 

▲ projects paid by the job, with a unit price or by piecework. (KPMG, “Strategic Analysis of 

Underground Employment in the Construction Industry, 1997) 

The underground economy is more prevalent in some sectors of the economy than in others. For 
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example, the 1994 study by Statistics Canada focused on the following sectors in attempting to estimate 

the size of the underground economy: 

▲ residential construction, particularly alterations and improvement; 

▲ importation of tobacco and alcohol; 

▲ personal services such as domestic services; and 

▲ certain sectors of the retail and service industry such as bartending/waitressing, taxicabs, motels 

and guesthouses and child care/day care. 

The residential construction industry is characterized by all of the factors listed above and the 

underground economy is a major issue in this industry. The underground economy can take a variety of 

forms in the residential construction industry. People and firms may operate exclusively in the 

underground economy and avoid all taxes and contributions to social programs. In some instances, a 

portion of the economic activity is reported and a portion is unreported.   

A growing phenomenon in the construction industry is contracting work to self-employed individuals. 

In many cases, these self-employed individuals are dependent contractors in that they work for one 

prime contractor. Dependent contractors have the same relationship with the prime contractor in terms 

of supervision and control as an employee to an employer. Legally, dependent contractors are subject to 

the same taxes and deductions as employees. 

7.1.2 Significance 

The underground economy creates a number of problems for the residential construction 

industry: 

▲ The value of the home building sector is significantly under-estimated, as is employment in the 

sector.  The relatively low number of employees in the renovation sector could be evidence of this;  

▲ There is a lack of recognition of learned skills in the underground economy leading to problems in 

recruiting and training workers; and 
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▲ The development of professional institutions and workers is undermined because a large segment of 

the industry opposes any activities that could reveal their illegal activities. 

Underestimate of Value Added to GDP 

The incremental contribution of the home building sector to GDP is called “value-added”. Statistics 

Canada estimates the size of the underground economy in the sector in terms of GDP and reports this 

estimate in the National Accounts. 

Statistics Canada’s estimates GDP the home building sector as follows: 

New Housing Starts 

GDP is estimated based on the number of housing starts by month and average value of building 

permits. “Work put in place coefficients” are used to estimate how much of the total value of building 

houses occurs each quarter after the start of construction. “Work put in place coefficients” measure the 

volume of work involved in new home construction or renovations completed in each quarter after the 

beginning of construction. 

Housing starts are from the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) and are considered 

reliable. Values for building permits sometimes are understated but Statistics Canada adjusts for this. It 

is felt that understatement of the value of building permits is minor.  

Cottages 

Building permit data are poor for cottages. In recognition of this, Statistics Canada adjusts activity 

and value in this sector upward. Adjustment of the activity data is based partly on data on the number of 

homeowners who own cottages. 

Conversions 

Serious under-reporting problems occur for conversions. Estimates of conversions are based on 

building permit data but few building permits are issued and there is no way of estimating work 
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undertaken without a permit. Upward adjustment of existing data on conversions is used to account for 

missing transactions. 

Mobile Homes 

Estimates of GDP for mobile homes are based on manufacturer shipments and should be reliable. 

Total Investment in Housing 

Statistics Canada estimated investment in the housing sector to be about $31 billion in 1992. The 

Statistics Canada estimate does not appear to include manufactured housing. 

The value of activity escaping measurement due to underground activity, that is, activity without 

building permits, could be as high as $1.9 billion, or 6%. Each component of the housing sector 

contributed to the under-statement of value, with Conversions and Cottages contributing proportionately 

the most.  

Alterations and Improvements 

Estimated spending on this component of the home building sector is based on the annual Home 

Repair and Renovation Expenditure Survey (HRRES) produced by Statistics Canada and on building 

permits. It is believed that GDP estimates understate actual GDP by as much as $1.7 billion, or 20%.  It 

is interesting to note that this is over three times the percentage for capital construction. 

Total Underestimate of GDP in the Home Building Sector 

GDP in the home building sector in Canada could be understated by $3.6 billion. 

“If all of the $3.6 billion that may escape measurement corresponded to value added 

(that is, consisted solely of wages and profits, a very plausible assumption), 

unmeasured value added in residential construction would represent 40% of the 

recorded value added of $9.0 billion (1.5% of GDP at factor cost in current dollars).” 

(Statistics Canada, 1994, p17) 
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Total value-added to the GDP in the home building sector in Canada in 1992 could have been as high 

as $12.6 billion ($9.0 billion reported and $3.6 unreported).  

Under-Reporting of Activity Included in GDP 

The Statistics Canada article goes on to state that an additional $2.3 billion is not reported to Canada 

Customs and Revenue Agency but is included in GDP figures.  This unreported economic activity in the 

home building sector must be included in estimates of the underground economy. The estimate of the 

underground economy is the sum of activity that is not reported to Canada Customs and Revenue 

Agency and is not included in the GDP figures plus activity that is included in the GDP figures but is not 

reported to Canada Customs and Revenue Agency. 

Statistics Canada Estimate of the Underground Economy 

In total, $5.9 billion was not reported to Canada Customs and Revenue Agency in 1992 in the home 

building sector. This figure serves as the estimate of the underground economy in that year. The 

estimate was derived as follows: 

Underground Economy Equals: 

▲ Underestimate of GDP ($3.6 billion); and 

▲ Value of activity included in GDP but not Reported to the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency 

($2.3 billion). 

The Statistics Canada publication indicates that this is an upper limit of the size of the underground 

economy in this sector.   

The total size of the underground economy could account for 47% of the value added to GDP in the 

home building sector. These estimates indicate that non-reporting in the underground economy is 

significant in the home building sector and that the reported value of the sector may be seriously 

understated. 
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7.1.3 Recruitment and Training 

The following quotes illustrate the impacts on training resulting from the underground 

economy. 

“The growth in the number of individual contractors (in place of employees) would 

mean that there would be fewer opportunities for on-the-job training by journey 

persons. Those in the underground were viewed as often being highly skilled in their 

trade but could not take part in formal apprenticeship training.” (KPMG, 1997, p5) 

“The four Apprenticeship Directors interviewed all strongly agreed that underground 

construction employment was having a deleterious effect on training programs, for 

such reasons as the following: 

▲ Unreported work did not reflect apprenticeship needs. 

▲ Underground activities often involved individual tradespersons and therefore 

gave no opportunities for job-site training. 

▲ Underground workers had no commitment to transfer technology and 

unconcerned about their impact on training programs.” (KPMG, 1997, p5) 

“... underground practices reduce the contribution base for benefits plans and 

weaken apprenticeship training and skills development.” (John O’Grady Consulting 

Ltd, et al, 1998, pES9) 

One recruitment issue related to the underground economy is that increased enforcement through the 

mandatory Contract Payment Reporting System has resulted in workers choosing to work either above 

ground or underground but not both. 

7.2 The 1996 IAS Report 

Appendix E of the 1996 IAS report provides an excellent analysis of the underground economy.  

The contents of the Appendix are referenced extensively this section of Chapter 7. 
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“The Home Builders Association, federal and provincial governments share a 

common objective of addressing the underground economy.  All parties recognize the 

underground economy puts legitimate businesses at an unfair advantage.  Estimates 

of the size of the underground economy vary widely, and it is virtually impossible to 

measure, although Tim Gahagan, project leader of Revenue Canada’s Underground 

Economy Task Force indicates in a recent article for Home Builder magazine that ‘if 

the entire shadow economy is even 30% of the legitimate market, as many believe it is, 

we wouldn’t have had a recession (in the early 1990s). 

Since 1993, Revenue Canada, working in cooperation with the CHBA, and other 

industry groups, has been attempting to recover lost tax revenue.  Excise has re-

checked 2.6 million tax returns, conducted 73,000 audits, laid more than 200 

charges for tax evasion and assessed $1.1 billion in extra taxes.  According to 

Gahagan, the residential construction industry accounted for 15% of both audits and 

charges, making it the worst area for offense.  Legitimately, registered builders and 

renovators are very aware of the activity in their industry by those operating in the 

underground economy, and are supportive of credible government initiatives to 

curtail this activity.  It is the position of the CHBA that the impact of government tax 

policy, and the inequities perceived to be inherent in the GST system, have been 

inadequately addressed by the federal government. 

The offering of rebates for renovations, regardless of the price of that renovation, 

ensuring the HST is price neutral on the cost of a new home, zero rating supplies of 

residential rental housing, providing for a PST rebate to strip out the existing PST 

content in existing new housing stock, building supplies inventory and developed, 

unsold land are all measures proposed to ensure fairness, neutrality and 

compliance.  Allowing builders and renovators generating revenues of $500,000 or 

less to file on annual actual revenue earned basis, with their income tax returns will 

further encourage compliance. 

If, as has been suggested by the Winter 1992/1993 Pulse Survey completed by Clayton 
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Research Associates Limited, the volume of underground activity rose from 30 to 55% 

following the introduction of the GST, the introduction of the HST in an economic 

environment that may be described as fragile, should raise some concern.  Where the 

competition for legitimate renovators and builders (i.e. registrants) is ‘underground’ 

activity, the incentive to remain above board will be eroded by the necessity to make 

a living; to survive. (IAS, 1996 Appendix E, pp 15-16) 

The report goes on to recommend that tax policy is developed so that there is a neutral impact on the 

industry and that consumers and businesses are motivated to enter into transactions on a legitimate 

basis.  Stringent penalties for non-compliance were recommended to reinforce the incentive system and 

allow legitimate businesses to compete on an even playing field. 

It is widely believed that increases in taxes, particularly the introduction of the GST expand the 

underground economy as indicated in the 1996 IAS report: 

“It is suspected that underground activity will become even greater in the renovation 

market following the harmonization of the GST and PST for renovations currently 

taxed at 7% will be subject to the new tax of 15%.” (IAS, 1996 Appendix E, p. 24) 

A voluntary Contract Payment Reporting System was introduced by the federal government in 1996 and 

made mandatory in 1998.  Beginning January 1, 1999, construction businesses were required to record 

payments to subcontractors providing construction services, and report these payments to the Canadian 

Customs and Revenue Agency.  This initiative is designed to promote compliance in the construction 

industry with the taxation system.  This initiative, and the enforcement resources devoted to identifying 

underground activity, may reduce the level of underground economy in the residential construction 

industry.  

7.3 Data Gaps and Follow-Up Research 

The underground economy plays has important implications for the development the Residential 

Construction industry and its human resources in Newfoundland and Labrador.  In-depth research on 

the size and significance of the underground economy in the Residential Construction industry in 

Newfoundland and Labrador would be an important contribution to human resource planning.  
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8.0 Projections of Residential Construction Activity and Employment 

8.1 The CMHC Model 

Projections of new home construction are based on a 1997 report produced by the CMHC entitled, 

“The Long-Term Housing Outlook: Household Growth in Canada and the Provinces, 1991-2016”.   

The report projects household growth in Canada and how it will vary given different assumptions about 

how and where Canadians will house themselves. The approach used to make these projections was 

summed up as follows in the report. 

“Scenarios were developed based on an assessment of major demographic and other 

trends. The primary factors considered were patterns of net interprovincial migration 

and rates of household formation. It should be recognized that the projections 

illustrate a range of possible future outcomes; they are not intended as precise 

forecasts of future housing activity. 

The scenarios were generated using CMHC’s Potential Housing Demand Projection 

(PHD) Model. Custom population projections produced by Statistics Canada were used 

as input to the model. These were transformed by the model into projections of 

household growth, tenure choice and dwelling type choice. Results include national 

and provincial household projections by age, type of household, tenure and type of 

dwelling.” (CMHC, 1997, p. 2) 

The logic for using household growth as the basis for projecting new home construction is stated as 

follows in the CMHC report. 

“While variation in housing demand from year to year is largely related to cyclical 

economic factors, demand in the long run can be traced to changes in the size and 

age structure of the population and the overall tendency to form households.” (CMHC, 

1997, p. 1) 

The link between household growth and housing starts was described as follows in the CMHC report. 

Projections of Residential Construction Activity and Employment 
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“Starts are linked to household growth via completions, which increase the supply of 

housing, thereby enabling growing numbers of households to be housed. At a 

minimum, enough housing units must be added to the stock to accommodate the 

increase in households, since households cannot form if there is nowhere for them to 

live. Even if household growth were zero, however, additional dwellings would have to 

be created to replace units lost from the existing housing stock. In addition, the 

expansion of stock should allow for an adequate number of vacant units – enough to 

ensure a reasonable balance between supply and demand. 

In sum, the increase in stock must accommodate the net growth in households, 

provide for a sufficient supply of vacant units, and make up for units lost from the 

stock. As noted above, units can be added to the stock through new construction 

(completions) and conversions. Completions account for the bulk of the increase in 

the supply of housing. 

Assumptions about demolition rates, conversion rates, vacancy rates, and completion 

rates (the proportion of starts actually completed) can be used to examine potential 

implications of household-growth scenarios ... for housing starts.” (CMHC, 1997, pp. 

42-43) 

8.2 Projected Housing Starts 

Before projecting housing starts in Newfoundland and Labrador, it is important to re-examine 

historical data on starts presented in Exhibit 2.3a. This exhibit is re-produced as Exhibit 8.1.  It shows 

that, despite increases in 2000 and 2001, housing starts declined significantly over the 1990s and were 

only about one-half of the 1989 peak in 2001. 
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Exhibit 8.1: Housing Starts in Newfoundland & Labrador
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Source: CANSIM II Series v730580, Table 027-009, Statistics Canada 

Two important features of projected housing starts made in this report are: 

▲ A variety of projections of household formation were made in “The Long-Term Housing Outlook: 

Household Growth in Canada and the Provinces”. The projections depend on assumptions about 

migration among the provinces and the rate of household formation.  Projections were based on 

three scenarios of household formation – high, medium and low and two assumptions about 

migration, - “central” and “western”. Only one projection of housing starts was made in this 

document. This projection assumed a “medium” rate of household formation and averaged the two 

migration scenarios contained in the CMHC report. 

▲ The projection of housing starts in this report assumed starts would be 4% higher than the level of 

household formation. This assumption is consistent with the actual relationship between household 

formation and housing starts over the 1971-1991 period. 

▲ Projections of annual average housing starts were made over five year intervals to match the 

projections of household formation contained in the CMHC report.   
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The projections are contained in Table 8.1.  

Table 8.1 
Projected Housing Starts, Newfoundland and Labrador 

 Single Detached Apartment Other Multiple Moveable Total 
1997-2001 1,560 52 52 0 1,664 
2002-2006 1,092 52 0 0 1,144 
2007-2011 676 52 0 0 728 
2012-2016 156 52 0 0 208 

 Source: CMHC., 1997, Appendix B 

The table indicates that housing starts are projected to drop precipitously over the next 15 years.  A 

primary reason for this projection was that population growth was expected to decline by about 2% per 

year from 1996 to 2001 and then at steeper rates of 4% to 5.3% annually from 2001 to 2011.   

The 1997 CMHC report also projects that the population in Newfoundland and Labrador will age 

significantly over the 1996-2016 period with fewer individuals in the household formation age group 

and more seniors. The proportion of the population under 25 is projected to fall from 35.5% in 1996 to 

23.9% in 2016.  The proportion of the population over 65 is projected to rise from 10.6% in 1996 to 

18.5% in 2016. (CMHC, 1997, p. 30) 

The 2001 census indicates that population growth in Newfoundland and Labrador declined from 
551,792 in 1996 to 512,930 in 2001, a drop of 7% in five years or 1.4% annually (Statistics Canada 
website: (http://www12.statcan.ca/english/census01/products/standard/popdwell/Table-PR.cfm).   

The Statistics Canada website shows that the number of dwellings in Newfoundland and Labrador was 

227,570, up from 187,406 in 1996.  These data indicate that, although the population declined by 1.4%, 

the number of dwellings increased by 3.5% annually. 

The average projected number of housing starts over the 1997-2001 period in the 1997 CMHC study was 

1,664 as presented in Table 8.1.  The actual level of starts was slightly below this number (1,553 from 

1997-2001) as shown in Exhibit 8.1 
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The CMHC report summed up the prospects for housing starts for Canada as a whole as follows: 

“The various scenarios presented in earlier chapters project less rapid household 

formation in the future than in the 1970s and the 1980s and therefore imply lower 

housing starts as well; moreover, all scenarios indicate a tendency for household 

growth to decline in the long-run.  These findings suggest that the housing stock will, 

on average, become older because of relatively fewer additions to the growing stock.” 

(CMHC, 1997 p. 47) 

The CMHC document points out an important factor that will influence residential construction activity: 

“The data indicate that the age composition of the housing stock became younger in 

the 1970s, but that it has been growing older since 1981. This aging process is likely to 

continue over the projection period.” 

“The housing stock will, on average, become older because of relatively fewer 

additions to the growing stock. An aging stock has implications for the overall quality 

of housing and the need for repairs and renovation.” (CMHC, 1997 pp. 47 & 63) 

Projections made in the CMHC report indicate that the median age of single detached homes in Canada 

could grow from about 23 years old in 1991 to 38 years old in 2016. A similar scenario is forecast for 

multiple-unit dwellings. 

8.3 Expenditures on Repairs and Maintenance 

The discussion of housing investment earlier in this report showed that capital spending on 

improvements (major renovations, from Exhibit 2.2) increased overall from 1992 to 2001. Spending in 

this category was significantly higher in 2001 than in earlier years.  

Investment increases in major and minor renovations undoubtedly will increase at an accelerating rate 

as the housing stock ages. As a result, employment losses resulting from reduced housing starts will be 

offset by gains resulting from increased expenditure on renovations.  Projections indicate that increased 
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spending on repairs and maintenance could offset decreases in expenditures on new housing. A 

significant shift in activity in residential construction away from new housing and toward renovations 

appears likely over the next 15 to 20 years. 

It was demonstrated earlier that total expenditures on renovations significantly exceed those on new 

housing but the number of employees in renovation is less than one-half of the number recorded for 

new housing. The fact that homeowners supply some of the labour involved in renovations and the 

significance of the underground economy in the renovations sector are important factors that explain 

this phenomenon.  Renovations may require less professional labour per dollar of expenditure but it 

also is true that the number of people working in the home renovations industry is significantly 

underestimated in the official data. 

8.4 Short-Term Projections 

A news report in the August 26, 2002 Chronicle Herald presented housing start projections 

produced by CMHC that indicate that starts will decline slightly from the 2001 level of 1,788 to 1,750 in 

2002 and then rise to 1,825 in 2003.  These projections indicate that, although significant declines in 

starts are projected for the long-term, they will be stable and positive in the short-term. 

8.5 Data Gaps and Follow-Up Research 

Projections of medium to long-term activity in the Residential Construction industry are required 

to support the development of a human resource development plan.  The projections must be based on 

demographic, migration, household formation and socio-economic factors.  They also must project 

activity separately in the various components of residential construction, notably new housing and 

renovations.
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